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Stack Overflow has been heavily used by software developers to seek programming-related information. More
and more developers use Community Question and Answer forums, such as Stack Overflow, to search for
code examples of how to accomplish a certain coding task. This is often considered to be more efficient than
working from source documentation, tutorials or full worked examples. However, due to the complexity of
these online Question and Answer forums and the very large volume of information they contain, developers
can be overwhelmed by the sheer volume of available information. This makes it hard to find and/or even
be aware of the most relevant code examples to meet their needs. To alleviate this issue, in this work we
present a query-driven code recommendation tool, namedQue2Code, that identifies the best code snippets
for a user query from Stack Overflow posts. Our approach has two main stages: (i) semantically-equivalent
question retrieval and (ii) best code snippet recommendation. During the first stage, for a given query question
formulated by a developer, we first generate paraphrase questions for the input query as a way of query
boosting, and then retrieve the relevant Stack Overflow posted questions based on these generated questions.
In the second stage, we collect all of the code snippets within questions retrieved in the first stage and develop a
novel scheme to rank code snippet candidates from Stack Overflow posts via pairwise comparisons. To evaluate
the performance of our proposed model, we conduct a large scale experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of
the semantically-equivalent question retrieval task and best code snippet recommendation task separately
on Python and Java datasets in Stack Overflow. We also perform a human study to measure how real-world
developers perceive the results generated by our model. Both the automatic and human evaluation results
demonstrate the promising performance of our model, and we have released our code and data to assist other
researchers.
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1 INTRODUCTION
To deliver high-quality software more effectively and efficiently, many developers frequently use
community Question and Answer (Q&A) sites, such as Stack Overflow, for solutions to their
programming problems and tasks [69]. Code search is one such task that plays an important role in
software development. Software developers spend about 19% of their development time searching
for relevant code snippets on the web [8]. To help in programming problem solving, searching
for useful code snippets from Stack Overflow has become a common part of developer’s daily
work [69]. Typically, when developers encounter a technical problem, they formulate their problem
as a query and use a search engine (e.g. Google or Stack Overflow’s own search tool) to obtain
a list of possible relevant posts that may contain useful solutions to their problem. After that,
developers have to read answers with various levels of quality included in the returned posts to
identify possible solutions.

While search engines such as Google are widely used for searching for required information in
Stack Overflow, there are a significant number of user queries that can not be satisfied [18]. One
primary reason for failed Stack Overflow searches are poorly constructed queries and/or low quality
queries [17, 48, 68]. Unsuccessful searches using low quality queries are difficult and ineffective
due to the following challenges:

• Query Mismatch. Low quality queries suffer from the query mismatch problem. The query
mismatch problem refers to different user expressions of the same problem. Because different
developers often describe their problems in their own way, the queries formulated by different
developers may be semantically related but expressed in a variety of different ways. According
to our empirical study, around 80% of the lexical terms are expressed differently regarding a
duplicate question pair. Considering a general search engine heavily relies on whether similar
posts exist and how similar the user search queries are, the query mismatch problem

greatly hinders the performance of the standard information retrieval tools for

searching relevant questions. Therefore, there is a need by developers to find semantically
relevant questions for a wide variety of user query expressions.

• Information Overload. Low quality queries can lead to an information overload problem [68, 69].
The information overload problem refers to the huge amount of search results returned by a
general search engine, where the expected result can be easily buried in. Searching Stack
Overflow using low quality queries often brings in a large number of irrelevant results and
developers can easily get lost in the massive amount of contents and thus fail to locate
their desired result. Xu et al. [69] conducted a survey with 72 developers, according to their
interview and survey-based study, there is too much noisy and redundant information online,
and developers often wasted their time on reading irrelevant posts, which was really time-
consuming. Similarly, Xia et al. [68] surveyed 235 developers from 21 countries, they found it
is hard for developers to get the desired solutions for the search tasks due to too many noisy
results, and the best solution for a problem is often ranked low in the results of search engines.
Therefore, there is a need by developers to receive the most suitable code solutions for

their current programming tasks high up in their search results list.
We focus on Stack Overflow in this work due to the large number of posts in Stack Overflow

that provide variable user descriptions about different types of problems. Moreover, a tremendous
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number of reusable code snippets archived in Stack Overflow enable information seekers to directly
get solutions from the repositories. In this study, we aim not to replace Google searches for Stack
Overflow solutions, but to help developers to search for the best code fragments in Stack Overflow
that more closely match diverse developer user queries.

We formulate this task as a query-driven code recommendation task for a given input question to
Stack Overflow. Given an input question, instead of naively choosing the answers from relevant
questions, we present a novel model and tool, named Que2Code, to achieve this goal of searching
for the best code snippet to answer a user query. We use a two-stage model: in the first stage, we use
a query rewriter to tackle the query mismatch challenge. The idea is to use rewritten version of a
query question to cover different forms of semantically equivalent expressions. In the second stage,
we use a code selector to tackle the information overload challenge. We extract all the code snippets
from the collected answers to construct a candidate pool, and then train a Pairwise Learning to
Rank neural network by automatically establishing positive and negative training samples. We
then select the best code snippet from the code snippet candidates via pairwise comparisons. We
conduct extensive experiments to evaluate our Que2Code model. To evaluate the first stage of
semantically-equivalent question retrieval, we collect duplicate question pairs of Python and Java
from Stack Overflow and verify the effectiveness of our approach for identifying the semantically-
equivalent question for a given user query question. To evaluate the second stage of best code
snippet recommendation, we collect more than 218K QC (question-code snippet) pairs for Python
and more than 270K QC pairs for Java. We then evaluate the effectiveness of our approach for
choosing the right code snippet in the code snippet candidate pool. Our experimental results show
that our proposed Que2Code model outperforms several baselines in both stages.

This paper makes the following three main contributions:
• All previous studies of question routing in CQA systems [12, 15, 64, 70, 73, 78] work on finding
similar questions. However, it is hard to measure the relevance between different questions
automatically and experts are often asked to manually rate the relevance score [69, 70]. In
our study, we propose a new task of semantically-equivalent question retrieval. By utilizing
duplicate question pairs archived in Stack Overflow, we present a novel model and an
evaluation method to automatically evaluate the semantically-equivalent questions without
a labor-intensive labeling process.

• All current studies that have investigated code snippet searching [10, 21, 53, 74] rely on
calculating a matching score between a query and a code snippet. We argue that code snippet
recommendation is more about predicting relative orders rather than precise relevance scores.
Hence, we propose a novel pairwise learning to rank model to recommend code snippet from
Stack Overflow posts, and we first use the BERT model for searching for code snippets in
Stack Overflow.

• Our experimental results show that our Que2Code is more effective for code snippet recom-
mendation than several state-of-the-art baselines, and performs better than Google search
engine in identifying the duplicate questions for the low quality user queries. We have re-
leased the source code of our Que2Code and our dataset1 to help other researchers replicate
and extend our study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a motivating example and user
scenario of our approach. Section 3 presents details of our approach for semantically-equivalent
question retrieval and best code snippet recommendation. Section 4 presents the automatic experi-
mental results of our approach with respect to the two stages separately. Section 5 presents the
results of our approach on human evaluation. Section 7 discusses the strengths and of our approach
1https://github.com/beyondacm/Que2Code
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Table 1

Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Duplicate 
Question

Difference in divison of -a//b and a//b in 
python 2.7 [duplicate] (41448836)

Is there a way to change the attribute of an object assigned 
to the attribute of another object? [duplicate] (53962630)

Set a maximum value for cells in a csv file 
[duplicate] (56862047)

Master 
Question

Floor division with negative number 
(37283786)

Python Class dynamic attribute access (34831505) Set maximum value (upper bound) in pandas 
DataFrame (40836208)

Google 
search Q1

Different results in Python v 3.5.2 and v 
2.7.12, but the v 2.7.12 is correct?

Change attribute of another object B within object A in Python Set a maximum value for cells in a csv file

Google 
search Q2

What is the reason for having '//' in Python? Change OBJECT ATTRIBUTE that it is ATTRIBUTE of an other 
OBJECT in PYTHON

how to extract the min value and max value from 
csv file using python

Google 
search Q3

using python 3.5 code in python 2.7 gives 
different answer

In python, how to update attribute based on attribute of another 
object passed as an argument?

Finding Max value in a column of csv file 
PYTHON

Google 
search Q4

Difference between modulus (%) and floor 
division(//) in NumPy?

Is there a "clean" way to replace all attribute values of an object 
in Java with values from another object of the same type?

Highlight the maximum value in the dataframe 
and save as csv

Google 
search Q5

Why is floating-point division in Python 
faster with smaller numbers?

How to access attribute of object from another object's method, 
which is one of attributes in Python?

How to print out row of CSV file with max value in 
one column Python

Google 
search Q6

Why does the division get rounded to an 
integer?

Is there a way to assign a reference to an object attribute in 
Python?

CSV find max in column and append new data

Google 
search Q7

Why does Python 2 use '/' only as integer 
division?

Property for changing an object-attribute in an object How to find min and max value for each column 
in the entire csv file

Google 
search Q8

Slight deviation between datetime.datetime 
calculations in Python 2 and 3

Python: Modifying an object by assigning it to another object Trying to get the largest number in a column of 
a .csv file

Google 
search Q9

Why does integer division yield a float 
instead of another integer?

How do you change the value of one attribute by changing the 
value of another? (dependent attributes)

CSV field with less than max cell limit of excel is 
getting truncated

Google 
search Q10

What does the percentage sign mean in 
Python

OOP/JAVA: Does assinging an object to another changes its 
attributes(class variables) too?

Maximum number of rows of CSV data in excel 
sheet

Google 
search Q11 … … Set maximum value (upper bound) in pandas 

DataFrame

�1

Fig. 1. Motivating Examples

and threads to validity. Section 8 presents key related work associated with our study. Section 9
concludes the paper.

2 MOTIVATION
In this section, we first show motivating examples from Stack Overflow of the sorts of problems
mentioned above (i.e., query mismatch and information overload), we then present the user scenarios
of employing our approach which can help developers to address these problems. Fig. 1 shows three
motivating examples of user query questions in Stack Overflow and their corresponding top results
in appearance order returned by the Google search engine (the screenshots of the Google search
results are saved in our replication package). From the figure, we can observe the aforementioned
two challenges with respect to the low-quality questions:

(1) The querymismatch challenge for low quality questions. Consider Example 1 – the objective of
the user question (i.e., duplicate question) is related to floor mechanism in python. However,
due to lack of knowledge or terminology of the problem, the developer was unable to
summarize the key point, therefore he/she expressed this problem in his/her own way, i.e.,
“difference in division of -a//b and a//b in python2.7”. This duplicate question shares only one
lexical unit (i.e., division) with the target master question (i.e., “Floor division with negative
number”). Another example is shown in Example 2, the user query question (i.e., “Is there
a way to change the attribute of an object assigned to the attribute of another object”) and
its duplicate question (i.e., “Python Class dynamic attribute access”) also varies considerably.
Such a query mismatch problem often results in low-quality questions due to missing key
information or important technical details. We manually checked the top-50 posts returned
by Google search engine and found that the target post (i.e., master question) can not be
successfully retrieved based on taking user query questions (i.e., duplicate question) as input,
which verifies the Google search engine lacks the capacity to retrieve duplicate questions
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due to query mismatch challenge. Therefore, it is necessary to have an approach to fill the
gap between diverse user expressions.

(2) The information overload challenge for low quality questions. The information overload
problem can be detrimental to the developers. Searching with low quality user queries often
bring in irrelevant and useless results [68], if the search engine fails to return the desired result
(as shown in Example 1 and Example 2), the developer has to spend significant time and effort
browsing useless posts. Even if the search engine successfully retrieves the target post, if the
target post is not ranked higher up among other searching results then the potential solution
to the programming task can be easily buried in the overwhelming amount of information.
For example, as shown in Example 3, the Google search engine returns the target post at
the 11th position. There are 10 irrelevant posts in front of the target post, each post often
includes multiple answers with many not useful code examples. Even just reading all these
answers can cost enormous amount of time for developers, not to mention digesting the
associated undesirable code solutions. For such cases, the developers may lose interest in
browsing the large number of the irrelevant posts before finding the correct code solution, it
is thus beneficial to have an approach to rank the desirable code snippet to a higher position
among the searching results.

We illustrate the usage scenario of our proposed tool, Que2Code, as follows:
Without Our Tool: Consider Bob is a developer. Daily, Bob encounters a technical problem

and wants a code snippet to help solve it. He tries his best to write a query to summarize his
problem and searches related questions on Stack Overflow. However, due to lack of the knowledge
and terminology about the problem, the query formulated by Bob does not match any post with
potential answers. Furthermore, Bob has to painstakingly browse a lot of low-quality and/or
irrelevant posts to identify any possible solutions. Therefore, Bob loses interest and is unsatisfied
with the overwhelming number of seemingly irrelevant posts. As a result, he posts a duplicate
question on Stack Overflow.

With Our Tool:Now consider Bob adopts ourQue2Code. When Bob types in his query question,
our QueryRewriter first generates a list of paraphrase questions for his problem, which increases
the likelihood of retrieving semantically-equivalent questions in Stack Overflow. Following that,
instead of naively returning a massive amount of similar questions, our CodeSelector sorts the
returned code snippet candidates and recommends the most relevant ones that may contain possible
solutions. With the help of our tool, Bob can quickly get answers for his problem without spending
much time on reviewing and digesting the low-quality and/or irrelevant information. This time,
Bob quickly identifies a useful code snippet from an existing Stack Overflow post for his problem
by using our tool.

3 APPROACH
We present a novel query-driven code recommendation system. Que2Code consists of two stages:
Semantically-Equivalent Question Retrieval and Best Code Snippet Selection. Our approach takes in a
technical question as a query from a developer, and recommends a sorted list of code snippets.

3.1 Overview of Approach
Fig. 2 demonstrates the workflow ofQue2Code. Our model contains two stages: (i) semantically-
equivalent question retrieval and (ii) best code snippet recommendation. It has two sub-components,
i.e., QueryRewriter and CodeSelector. The first can qualitatively retrieve semantically-equivalent
questions, and the second can quantitatively rank the most relevant code snippets to the top of the
recommendation candidates.
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Paraphrase 
Generation

Relevant Question 
Retrieval

Extracting Code 
Snippets 

Candidate 
Code 

Snippets

Code SnippetQuery

Code SnippetQuery

Code SnippetQuery

Ranked List 
of Relevant 
Questions

Query

Pairwise Comparison

Code Snippet

Code Snippet

Code Snippet

Rank By Score

Best Code Snippet Selection

Semantic-Equivalent Question Retrieval1

2

Fig. 2. Workflow ofQue2Code

In the first stage, our QueryRewriter component tackles the query mismatch challenge. To bridge
the gap between different expressions of semantically-equivalent questions, we introduce the
idea of query rewriting. The idea is to use a rewritten version of a query question to cover a
variety of different forms of semantically equivalent expressions. In particular, we first collect
the duplicate question pairs from Stack Overflow, because duplicate questions can be considered
as semantically-equivalent questions of various user descriptions. We then frame this problem
as a sequence-to-sequence learning problem, which directly maps a technical question to its
corresponding duplicate question. We train a text-to-text transformer, named QueryRewriter, by
using the collected duplicate question pairs. After the training process, for any given query question,
QueryRewriter outputs semantically equivalent paraphrased questions of the input query. Following
that, the query question and its generated paraphrased questions are encoded by QueryRewriter to
measure their relevance with other question titles.
In the second stage, our CodeSelector component tackles the information overload challenge.

To do this, we first collect all the answers of the semantic relevant questions retrieved in the
first stage. We then extract all the code snippets from the collected answer posts to construct
a candidate code snippets pool. For the given query question, we pair it with each of the code
snippet candidates. We then fit them into the trained CodeSelector to estimate their matching scores
and judge the preference orders. CodeSelector can then select the best code snippet from the code
snippet candidates via pairwise comparison. Our approach is fully data-driven and does not rely
on hand-crafted rules.

3.2 Semantically-EquivalentQuestion Retrieval
In this stage, given a technical problem formulated as a query, we propose a QueryRewriter to
generate paraphrase questions and retrieve the semantically-equivalent questions in Stack Overflow.
Fig. 3 demonstrates the workflow of QueryRewriter. QueryRewriter has three steps: paraphrase
generation, question embedding and questions retrieval.

3.2.1 Paraphrase Generation. To obtain the features of semantically-equivalent questions for a
given user query, we utilize the historical archives of duplicate questions in Stack Overflow, which
are manually marked by users and moderators. These duplicate question pairs can be viewed as
questions of same intent but written in different ways. In this step, we first automatically generate
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Text-to-Text 
Transformer

Pythonic replacement for enums How can I represent an ‘Enum’ 
in python

Where to keep Python unit tests ? Where do the Python unit tests go ?

Are multiple classes in a single 
file recommended ? How many classes should I 

put in one file ? 

QueryRewriter

Training Process

How to split a 
web address ?

How to split a web address ?

Understanding slice notation

Python: split url by multiple
slashes

How to parse url in python

Stack
Overflow

Ranked list 
of Relevant 
Questions

Inference Process

Semantical-Equivalent Question Retrieval  

Fig. 3. QueryRewriter Workflow

paraphrase questions for the query question to represent different forms of user expressions. The
underlying idea is that by adding these paraphrase questions, we are more likely to find the relevant
question that match the intent expressed in the user query.
In this step, we model the task of paraphrase question generation as a sequence-to-sequence

learning problem, where the question title is viewed as a sequence of tokens and its corresponding
duplicate question as another sequence of tokens. We adopt the Seq2Seq Transformer architec-
ture [63], which includes an Encoder Transformer and a Decoder Transformer. Both the Encoder
and the Decoder Transformers have multiple layers and each layer contains a multi-head attentive
sub-layers followed by a fully connected sub-layer with residual connections [24] and and layer
normalization [3].
More formally, given a question X as a sequence of tokens (𝑥1, 𝑥2, ..., 𝑥𝑀 ) of length 𝑀 , and its

duplicate question Y as a sequence of tokens (𝑦1, 𝑦2, ..., 𝑦𝑁 ) of length 𝑁 . The encoder takes the
question X as input and transforms it to its contextual representations. The decoder learns to
generate the corresponding duplicate question Y one token at a time based on the contextual
representations and all preceding tokens that have been generated so far. Mathematically, the
paraphrase generation task is defined as finding 𝑦, such that:

𝑦 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥Y𝑃\ (Y|X) (1)

where 𝑃\ (Y|X) is defined as:

𝑃\ (Y|X) =
𝐿∏
𝑖=1

𝑃\ (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦1, ..., 𝑦𝑖−1;𝑥1, ..., 𝑥𝑀 ) (2)

𝑃\ (Y|X) can be seen as the conditional log-likelihood of the predicted duplicate question Y given
the input question X. This model can be trained by minimizing the negative log-likelihood of the
training question duplicate question pairs. Once the model is trained, we do inference using beam
search [29]. Beam Search returns a list of most likely output sequences (i.e., paraphrase questions).
It searches question tokens produced at each step one by one. At each time step, it selects 𝑏 tokens
with the least cost, where 𝑏 is the beam wise. It then prunes off the remaining branches and
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continues selecting the possible tokens that follow on until it meets the end-of-sequence symbol.
We repeat the process and generate the top-N most likely paraphrase questions for our study.

A working example is demonstrated in Fig. 3, when we input the user query “how to split a
web address?” described in the motivation example into our trained model, the QueryRewriter
automatically generates paraphrase questions of different expressions, such as “understanding slice
notation”, “python: split url by multiple slashes”, “how to parse url in python”. Since the user query
question (i.e., “how to split a web address”) and the target question (i.e., “slicing url with python”) do
not share any lexical units, incorporating the aforementioned paraphrase questions can successfully
bridge this gap and solve the query mismatch problem.

3.2.2 Question Embedding. After the text-to-text transformer is trained, we can generate multiple
paraphrase questions for a newly posted user query. We use these paraphrase questions to boost
the user query for the downstream task of question retrieval. By incorporating the paraphrase
questions, we can alleviate the query mismatch problem by covering the different forms of duplicate
question expressions. Thus, we have a better chance to retrieve semantically-equivalent questions
in Stack Overflow that are intended to solve the same problem.
For a given user query question 𝑞𝑢 , we first construct Qu = {𝑞𝑢, 𝑝𝑞𝑘 }(1 ⩽ 𝑘 ⩽ 𝑁 ), where 𝑞𝑢 is

the user query question and 𝑝𝑞𝑘 (1 ⩽ 𝑘 ⩽ 𝑁 ) are the top-N generated paraphrase questions. To
capture the overall features and semantics of the user query 𝑞𝑢 we embed each question 𝑞𝑖 in Qu
(including the user query question and the paraphrase questions) to a fixed dimensional vector 𝑒𝑞𝑖
via the Encoder Transformer. We then use the average embeddings of all possible questions as the
final representation for the user query question. More formally, the question embedding step is
defined as follows:

𝑒𝑞𝑖 = 𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑟 (𝑞𝑖 ), 𝑞𝑖 ∈ Qu (3)

𝑒𝑞𝑢 =
1
𝑁

∑︁
𝑒𝑞𝑖 , 𝑞𝑖 ∈ Qu (4)

3.2.3 Question Retrieval. Given a newly posted user query question 𝑞𝑢 and a question title 𝑞 in the
Stack Overflow repository, we use Euclidean distance to estimate the semantic distance because
Euclidean distance has shown to be effective for different software engineering tasks [16, 27],
especially when the candidates are similar to each other. The definition of distance as well as the
relevance between two questions are as follows:

𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑞𝑢, 𝑞) =
𝐸𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑛(𝑒𝑞𝑢 , 𝑒𝑞)

|𝑒𝑞𝑢 | + |𝑒𝑞 |
(5)

𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑞𝑢, 𝑞) = 1 − 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑞𝑢, 𝑞) (6)

For a given user query, we can easily compute a relevance score between the user query and
any candidate question in our database. Following that, all the relevance scores are sorted and the
top-K ranked questions are returned as the most semantically-relevant questions for the query.
Considering the number of paraphrase questions 𝑁 is the key parameter added to our approach,
we further investigated the optimal parameter settings of 𝑁 for the QueryRewriter by performing a
parameter tuning analysis. We vary 𝑁 from 0 to 20 with step size 1 to select the optimal parameter,
we find that: (i) the performance of our model rapidly increases as 𝑁 is increased from 0 to 3, (ii)
achieves its best performance when 𝑁 reaches around 5, (iii) the overall performance of our model
reaches a plateau after achieving the best performance. We thus recommend setting the number of
generated paraphrase questions to 5, which is close to the optimal settings of 𝑁 in our approach.
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How to split a web address ?

Q1- Split url into components

def process_url(url, ):
parsed = urlparse.urlsplit(url)
…
return urlparse.urlunsplit(…)

>>> url = “ STR ”
>>> url.split(“/”)[-2:]
>>> …

Q2- Slicing URL with Python

Q3- Splitting a full url into parts

from urllib.parse import urlparse
o = urlparse(“STR”)
…
o.geturl()

How to split a web address

>>> url = “ STR ”
>>> url.split(“/”)[-2:]
>>> …

def process_url(url, ):
parsed = urlparse.urlsplit(url)
…
return urlparse.urlunsplit(…)

How to split a web address

How to split a web address

from urllib.parse import urlparse
o = urlparse(“STR”)
…
o.geturl()

def process_url(url, ):
parsed = urlparse.urlsplit(url)
…
return urlparse.urlunsplit(…)

from urllib.parse import urlparse
o = urlparse(“STR”)
…
o.geturl()

>>> url = “ STR ”
>>> url.split(“/”)[-2:]
>>> …

How to split a web address

Code
Selector

Rank By Matching Score

Fig. 4. CodeSelector Workflow

3.3 Best Code Snippet Recommendation
Theoretically, after retrieving the semantically-equivalent questions for a given user query, we can
naively choose the code snippet from the top ranked questions and recommend the solution to
the developers. However, we argue this is not sufficient regarding the following reasons: (i) The
technical queries submitted by developers are complicated or sometimes inaccurate [17], there is no
guarantee that the top ranked solution is correct and can satisfy the needs of developers. Therefore,
we need to collect as many as possible relevant potential code snippet candidates. (ii) Although the
search engine can return a list of relevant questions to their problems, the large number of relevant
posts and the sheer amount of information in them makes it difficult for developers to find the
most needed answer [69]. Therefore, how to pick the best solution from the massive amounts of
information is a non-trivial task.

To address this time-consuming task of online code searching, we propose CodeSelector to help
developers effectively select the most relevant and suitable code snippet for a specific query question.
Particularly, the CodeSelector reranks all the code snippets by comparing the matching score among
different QC (query-code) pairs. Snippets ranked in the top of the final result indicate that these
code snippets are more likely and suitable for the programming task. Fig. 4 demonstrates the
workflow of our CodeSelector. For a given query question, a list of relevant questions are retrieved
from stage one. After that, all the code snippets associated with these questions are collected, and
each code snippet is paired with the given query to make a QC pair. Then the CodeSelector reranks
all the code snippet candidates by conducting pairwise comparison among QC pairs. To build the
CodeSelector, two steps are performed: Preference Pairs Construction and Pairwise Comparison.

3.3.1 Preference Pairs Construction. In this step, we use the available crowdsourced data on Stack
Overflow for preference pairs construction. We propose three heuristic rules that can automatically
establish the preference pairs and construct the training sets. Our approach is fully data driven and
it does not need manual effort. Our three heuristic rules are as follows:

• For a given question, its best code snippet is preferable to a non-relevant code snippet.We define
the best code snippet for a question as the code snippet associated with an accepted answer to
the question, or the one associated with the highest-vote answer if there are multiple answers
to the question. A non-relevant code snippet is randomly selected from the repository. This
rule suggests that the quality of the best code snippet is better than the non-relevant ones.

• For a given question, its non-best code snippet is preferable to a non-relevant code snippet.We
define the non-best code snippet as other code snippets apart from the best one within the
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Fig. 5. Preference-Pairs Construction

same question thread. This rule suggests that a question prefers the code snippets associated
with answers to itself to those of others.

• For a given question, its best code snippet is preferable to its non-best code snippet. Even though
an individual user vote may not be very reliable, the aggregation of a great number of user
votes can provide a very powerful indicator of relevance preference. We argue that the best
code snippet from an answer post for a question is better than the non-best ones in different
answer posts for the same question, in most cases.

According to the above heuristic rules, for each given question, three query-code (QC) pairs
can be generated: we pair it with its best code snippet as the 𝑄𝐶𝑏 (best QC pair), we pair it with
its non-best code snippet as the 𝑄𝐶𝑛𝑏 (non-best QC pair), we pair it with a non-relevant code
snippet as the 𝑄𝐶𝑛𝑟 (non-relevant QC pair). We then automatically construct the training samples
⟨𝑄𝐶1, 𝑄𝐶2, 𝑍 ⟩ for this study. In particular, a training sample contains three parts: two QC pairs
(i.e., 𝑄𝐶1 and 𝑄𝐶2) and a label (i.e., 𝑍 ), the label is automatically determined by the preference
relationship between the two QC pairs. Fig. 5 demonstrates our data labeling process. Given the
query question “Slicing URL with Python”, we first make three QC pairs, i.e., 𝑄𝐶𝑏 , 𝑄𝐶𝑛𝑏 and 𝑄𝐶𝑛𝑟

as mentioned above. Then a Pairwise comparison between any two QC pairs can establish a label
𝑍 for this training sample. It is worth emphasizing that the comparison order of the two QC pairs
matters. For example, a comparison between 𝑄𝐶𝑏 and 𝑄𝐶𝑛𝑏 will be labelled as positive, while a
comparison between 𝑄𝐶𝑛𝑏 and 𝑄𝐶𝑏 will be labelled as negative.

There are several advantages of employing this data labeling process: (i) due to the professionality
of technical queries, only experts with domain knowledge are qualified to judge the usefulness of a
code snippet to a query question. Therefore, manually labeling the relevance scores for all code
snippets is very time-consuming and requires a substantial effort [18, 28]. Our heuristic rules can
automate the labeling process without any human efforts. (ii) By using these heuristic rules, we
gather more training samples, which can provide enough data points for training a deep learning
based model.

3.3.2 Pairwise Comparison. After collecting large amounts of labeled training data via preference
pairs construction, we develop a learning-to-rank model to sort all the code snippets for a given
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Fig. 6. CodeSelector Workflow

query question. We design a novel semi-supervised network for ranking query-code (QC) pairs.
Fig 6 demonstrates the architecture of our proposed model. The input to CodeSelector are two QC
pairs. CodeSelector then learns to judge the preference relationship between two QC pairs based
on the positive and negative training samples. In other words, we not only consider the program
semantics between a query and a code snippet, but also investigate the relevance preference among
different QC pairs.

• BERT Embedding Layer.We use the modeling power of BERT [14], which is one of the
most popular pre-trained models trained using Transformers [63]. BERT consists of 12-layer
transformers, each of the transformers being composed of a self-attention sub-layer with
multiple attention heads. Since BERT has been proven to be effective for capturing semantics
and context information of sentences in other work, we use BERT as the feature extractor
for our task. The input to the BERT embedding layer are two parallel QC pairs. Given each
QC pair as a sequence of tokens x = {𝑥1, ..., 𝑥𝑇 } of length 𝑇 , BERT takes the tokens as input
and calculate the contextualized representations H𝑙 = {ℎ𝑙1, ..., ℎ𝑙𝑇 } ∈ R

𝑇×𝐷 as output, where 𝑙
denotes the 𝑙-th transformer layer and 𝐷 denotes the dimension of the representation vector.
The underlying sub-components work in parallel, mapping each QC pair to its distributional
vectors h(1) and h(2) respectively, which are then used to perform the predictions for the
downstream task.

• Multi-Layer Perceptron. After obtaining the BERT representations, we add a Multi-Layer
Perceptron (MLP) on top of BERT embedding layer to calculate the preference score between
the input two QC pairs. Since CodeSelector adopts BERT to model two QC pairs respectively,
it is intuitive to combine the features of two pathways by concatenating them. This design has
been widely adopted in other deep learning work [18, 25]. To further capture the preference
between the latent features of h(1) and h(2) , we add a standard MLP on the concatenated
vector. In this sense, we can endow the model a large level of flexibility and non-linearity to
learn the interactions between the two QC pairs. The contextualized representations (i.e., h(1)

and h(2) ) are fed to the MLP layer to predict the final preference y = {0, 1}. More precisely,
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the MLP is defined as follows:

z1 = 𝜙1 (h(1) , h(2) ) =
[
h(1)

h(2)

]
z2 = 𝜙2 (z1) = a2 (W𝑇

2 z1 + b2)
...

z𝐿 = 𝜙𝐿 (z𝐿−1) = a𝐿 (W𝑇
𝐿 z𝐿−1 + b𝐿)

𝑃 (y = 𝑗 |x(1) , x(2) ) = 𝜎 (z𝐿)

(7)

W𝑥 , b𝑥 , and a𝑥 denote the weight matrix, bias vector, and activation function for the 𝑥-layer’s
perceptron respectively. 𝜎 is the sigmoid function 𝜎 (𝑥) = 1/(1 + 𝑒−𝑥 ) which will output the final
preference score between 0 and 1. For the preference score, we want this score to be high if the
first QC pair is preferable to the second one (i.e., x(1) ≻ x(2) ), and to be low if the second QC pair is
preferable to the first one (i.e., x(2) ≻ x(1) ).

3.4 Experimental Settings
We implemented our system in Python using the Pytorch framework. For the QueryWriter, we
trained the text-to-text transformer on the duplicate question pairs, we follow the parameter
settings from [47]t, which has achieved state-of-the-art results on many benchmarks covering
summarization, question answering, text classification, and more. For the CodeSelector, we use the
pre-trained BERT model released by [14] as our feature extractor. We use the ReLu as the activation
function and employ three hidden layers for MLP. The size of the first hidden layer in MLP is equal
to the size of the joint vector obtained after concatenating two QC vectors from the BERT model.
We fix the parameters of the BERT model and fine tune the MLP parameters for our task, and the
CodeSelector is learnt by optimizing the log loss of Equation. 7.

4 AUTOMATIC EVALUATION
To recommend the code snippets for developers in Stack Overflow, our Que2Code is divided into
two stage: semantically-equivalent question retrieval and best code snippet recommendation. We
wanted to evaluate the performance of the proposed QueryRewriter to address the query mismatch
problem in the first stage, and CodeSelector to address the information overload problem in the
second stage. We want to answer the following key research questions:

• RQ-1: How effective is our QueryRewriter for semantically-equivalent question retrieval?
• RQ-2: How effective is our QueryRewriter compared with Google search engine?
• RQ-3: How effective is our QueryRewriter for capturing the domain-pecific contextual infor-
mation?

• RQ-4: How effective is the paraphrase generation added to our QueryRewriter?
• RQ-5: How effective is our CodeSelector for best code snippet selection?
• RQ-6: How effective is the BERT and preference pairs added to our CodeSelector?
• RQ-7: How robust is our CodeSelector with different parameter settings?

4.1 RQ-1: Effectiveness ofQueryRewriter
We want to identify the best code snippet from a list of semantically-equivalent questions for a
given query question. If the retrieved questions are not relevant to the query question, it is unlikely
that our tool is able to find the suitable code snippets to solve the target problem. In this study,
we consider the duplicate questions in Stack Overflow as semantically-equivalent question pairs.
After training with the duplicate question pairs archived in Stack Overflow, QueryRewriter is able
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Table 1. Duplicate Questions Statistics

Python

# Duplicate Questions 47,170 # Avg. Tokens (Duplicate) 8.4
# Master Questions 20,430 # Avg. Tokens (Master) 9.0
# ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ Pairs (Train) 43,170 # Avg. Tokens (Intersect) 1.8
# ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ Pairs (Val) 2,000 # ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ Pairs (Test) 2,000

Java

# Duplicate Questions 56,938 # Avg. Tokens (Duplicate) 8.5
# Master Questions 23,889 # Avg. Tokens (Master) 8.6
# ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ Pairs (Train) 52,938 # Avg. Tokens (Intersect) 1.7
# ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ Pairs (Val) 2,000 # ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ Pairs (Test) 2,000

to generate paraphrase questions for a given user query question. By jointly embedding the user
query question and the generated paraphrase questions, QueryRewriter retrieves the most relevant
questions in the repository. We want to investigate the effectiveness of our QueryRewriter for
retrieving semantically-equivalent questions in Stack Overflow.

4.1.1 Data Preparation. We first downloaded the official data dump of Stack Overflow from the
StackExchange2 website. The raw data dump contains timestamped information about the Posts,
Comments, Users, Tags, Postlinks etc,. We extracted the duplicate question pairs as follows: We first
parsed the PostLinks and Posts database files. Because duplicate questions are marked with a special
marker in PostLinks database, we can easily identify the PostId of the source post and the target
post if they are duplicate question pairs. After that, we extracted the question title of the source
post and the target post by checking the PostId in Posts database. We regard the question title of
the source post as a duplicate question and the question title of the target post as a master question.
We then paired each master question 𝑞𝑚 and duplicate question 𝑞𝑑 as ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ pair. After that, these
collected ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ pairs are fed into the text-to-text Transformer to train our QueryRewriter. In
this study, we only focused on Python and Java programming languages for our experiment. As a
result, we obtained more than 47K ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ pairs for Python and more than 56K pairs for the Java
dataset. We further investigated the query mismatch problem between the master questions and its
corresponding duplicate questions. Specifically, we counted the number of tokens of the master
question 𝑞𝑚 and its duplicate question 𝑞𝑑 , and then we counted the common lexical tokens between
the master question and the duplicate question. The violin plot for Python and Java is demonstrated
in Fig. 7, we can see that the overlap tokens between the master question and duplicate question
are small. For example, for the Python dataset, the average number of tokens of the master question
and duplicate question are 9.0 and 8.4 respectively, while the average number of overlap tokens
is 1.8. Even though the master question and its duplicate question are semantic-equivalent, they
only share a few tokens in common. This also justifies our assumption that the query mismatch
problem frequently occurs when developers submit their search queries. Therefore, it is necessary
to propose a model to address the query mismatch problem. Table 1 shows the statistics of our
collected datasets of Python and Java duplicate questions. We randomly sampled 2,000 ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩
pairs for validation and 2,000 ⟨𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑑⟩ pairs for testing, and kept the rest for training. We clarify
that different duplicate questions can point to the same master question and this is the reason why
the number of duplicate questions is more than the master questions.

4.1.2 Experimental Setup. To determine the effectiveness of our QueryRewriter for retrieving
semantic-equivalent questions, we designed the following experiment: we first build an index with
Lucene using all the question titles in testing set, the generated index is later used to retrieve
2https://archive.org/download/stackexchange
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Fig. 7. Volinplots of Question Distribution for Python(left) and Java(right) Dataset

the most relevant questions against a given query. In such a way, for each duplicate question
𝑞𝑑 in the testing set, we first obtained a set of top-K similar questions Q = {𝑞𝑖 }(1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 𝑘)
via the Apache Lucene. We then added its corresponding master question 𝑞𝑚 to Q, where now
Q = {𝑞𝑚, 𝑞𝑖 }(1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 𝑘, 𝑞𝑚 ≠ 𝑞𝑖 ). For a given testing question 𝑞𝑑 , we can ensure its corresponding
master question 𝑞𝑚 is in evaluation candidate pool Q. Since Q includes the semantic-equivalent
question 𝑞𝑚 for 𝑞𝑑 . One way to evaluate our approach is to look at how often the master question
𝑞𝑚 can be retrieved successfully among other members of Q. Thus we adopted the metric, 𝑃@𝐾
and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 [37] which are widely-used in previous studies [28, 69], to measure the ranking
performance of the approach in our study. The evaluation metrics are defined as follows:

• 𝑃@𝐾 is the precision of the master question in top-K candidate questions. Given a question,
if one of the top-K ranked questions includes the master question, we consider the recom-
mendation to be successful and set 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑞𝑚 ∈ 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝐾) to 1, otherwise, we consider the
recommendation to be unsuccessful and set 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑞𝑚 ∈ 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝐾) to 0. The 𝑃@𝐾 metric is
defined as follows:

𝑃@𝐾 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

[𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑞𝑚 ∈ 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝐾)] (8)

• 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 is another popular top-K accuracy metric that measures a recommender system
performance based on the graded relevance of the recommended items and their positions in
the candidate set. Different from 𝑃@𝐾 , the intuition of 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 is that highly-ranked items
are more important than low-ranked items. According to this metric, a recommender system
gets a higher reward for ranking the correct answer at a higher position. The 𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑞𝑚 ∈
𝑡𝑜𝑝𝐾) is same with the previous definition, while the 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑞𝑚 is the ranking position of the
master question 𝑞𝑚 . The 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 is defined as follows:

𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 =
1
𝑁

𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

[𝑠𝑢𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠 (𝑞𝑚 ∈ 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝐾)]
log2 (1 + 𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑘𝑞𝑚 )

(9)

4.1.3 Experimental Baselines. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposedmethod for relevant
question retrieval task, we compared it to the following baselines:

• IR stands for the information retrieval baseline. For a given testing question 𝑞𝑖 , it retrieves
the question that is closest to 𝑞𝑖 from the testing set. We use the traditional TF-IDF metric in
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our experiment, which is often used to calculate the relevance between a document and a user
query in software engineering tasks, such as question retrieval [12, 68] and code search [53].

• Word2Vec is a model that embeds words in a high dimensional vector space using a shallow
neural network [38]. This word embedding technique has provided a strong baseline for
information retrieval tasks. Yang et al. [71] used average word embeddings of words in a
document as the vector representation for a document. The average word embeddings can
be used to calculate the relevance between two question titles in our task.

• FastText is another word embedding model proposed by [7]. Similar to the Word2Vec model,
each word is represented as a high dimensional vector in such a way that similar words have
similar vector representations. Same with the Word2Vec baseline, the average FastText word
embeddings are used to estimate the similarity between different question titles.

• Sent2Vec Sent2Vec method, which is also known as para2vec or sentence embedding [32].
This method modifies the Word2Vec algorithm to generate semantic embeddings of longer
pieces of text (e.g., sentences or paragraphs) via unsupervised learning. The generated
sentence embeddings have been applied in textual similarity tasks [32]. With the help of
publicly accessible tool [51], we train the Sent2Vec model using the duplicate question corpus
and obtain the sentence embeddings for each question title.

• AnswerBot Xu et al. [69] proposed a three-stage framework called AnswerBot to generate
an answer summary for a non-factoid technical question (i.e., non-factoid questions are
defined as open-ended questions that require complex answers, like descriptions, opinions,
or explanations, and technical questions are often non-factoid questions. [23, 59, 69]). In their
first stage, they combined the word embeddings with the traditional traditional IDF metrics
for retrieving relevant questions. Their method has been proven to be effective in the task of
relevant question retrieval compared with a set of baselines.

• CROKAGEMore recently, Da et al. [13] proposed a model named CROKAGE to recommend
relevant solutions from Stack Overflow for a searching query. They aimed to address the
lexical gap problem between the query and the solutions via using a multi-factor relevance
mechanism. To be more specific, they calculated the final relevance score by combining four
types of scores (lexical score, semantic score, API method score, API class score). We adapt their
approach for our task of retrieving semantically-equivalent questions. Particularly, we only
retain the lexical scores and semantic scores for this research question since question titles
usually don’t contain API classes.

Table 2. Effectiveness evaluation (Python)

Model P@1 P@2 P@3 P@4 DCG@2 DCG@3 DCG@4 DCG@5
IR 32.1 ± 2.4% 44.6 ± 2.6% 54.0 ± 3.6% 64.8 ± 4.8% 40.0 ± 2.1% 44.7 ± 2.5% 49.3 ± 2.9% 63.0 ± 1.3%
Word2Vec 23.9 ± 2.8% 40.6 ± 1.9% 56.1 ± 1.9% 72.0 ± 2.0% 34.4 ± 1.9% 42.2 ± 1.8% 49.0 ± 1.5% 59.9 ± 1.2%
FastText 28.4 ± 3.6% 42.1 ± 2.9% 53.9 ± 3.1% 66.7 ± 2.3% 37.0 ± 2.9% 42.9 ± 3.0% 48.4 ± 2.6% 61.3 ± 1.7%
Sent2Vec 26.0 ± 2.6% 45.9 ± 2.5% 61.9 ± 3.2% 78.6 ± 3.1% 38.6 ± 2.1% 46.5 ± 2.0% 53.7 ± 2.2% 62.0 ± 1.2%
AnswerBot 33.9 ± 2.7% 54.5 ± 4.2% 68.9 ± 3.2% 81.4 ± 2.6% 46.9 ± 3.4% 54.1 ± 2.9% 59.5 ± 2.4% 66.7 ± 1.7%
CROKAGE 36.7 ± 2.6% 51.5 ± 3.1% 64.4 ± 1.9% 78.4 ± 2.5% 46.0 ± 2.7% 52.4 ± 2.0% 58.5 ± 1.6% 66.8 ± 1.3%
Ours 45.8 ± 3.2% 60.5 ± 2.5% 72.3 ± 2.7% 85.1 ± 2.6% 55.0 ± 2.6% 61.0 ± 2.5% 66.5 ± 2.1% 72.2 ± 1.6%

4.1.4 Experimental Results. The experimental results of our QueryRewriter compared to the above
baselines for Python and Java are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. We do not report
𝑃@5 and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@1 in our tables, since 𝑃@5 is always equal to 1 and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@1 is always equal to
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Table 3. Effectiveness evaluation (Java)

Model P@1 P@2 P@3 P@4 DCG@2 DCG@3 DCG@4 DCG@5
IR 31.1 ± 2.0% 43.1 ± 2.5% 53.7 ± 2.4% 62.8 ± 2.5% 38.6 ± 2.1% 43.9 ± 2.1% 47.9 ± 1.8% 62.3 ± 1.2%
Word2Vec 26.4 ± 3.2% 37.7 ± 4.3% 51.7 ± 4.1% 66.3 ± 3.3% 33.6 ± 3.7% 40.5 ± 3.6% 46.8 ± 3.0% 59.9 ± 2.0%
FastText 29.8 ± 1.9% 42.7 ± 2.6% 53.0 ± 5.2% 65.8 ± 3.8% 38.0 ± 2.2% 43.1 ± 3.5% 48.6 ± 2.7% 61.9 ± 1.4%
Sent2Vec 24.8 ± 2.2% 45.8 ± 3.4% 62.0 ± 2.8% 80.8 ± 2.6% 38.0 ± 2.9% 46.1 ± 2.5% 54.2 ± 1.8% 61.7 ± 1.4%
AnswerBot 33.3 ± 3.0% 48.1 ± 2.4% 61.1 ± 2.5% 75.0 ± 2.3% 42.6 ± 2.4% 49.1 ± 2.5% 55.1 ± 2.3% 64.8 ± 1.6%
CROKAGE 38.9 ± 4.3% 53.4 ± 5.5% 65.3 ± 4.8% 78.0 ± 2.8% 48.0 ± 5.0% 54.0 ± 4.4% 59.4 ± 3.3% 68.0 ± 2.6%
Ours 58.6 ± 4.3% 73.9 ± 1.4% 84.3 ± 2.0% 92.9 ± 1.8% 68.2 ± 2.3% 73.4 ± 2.0% 77.1 ± 1.4% 79.9 ± 1.7%

𝑃@1, both can be easily inferred from the tables. The best performing system for each column is
highlighted in boldface. From the table, several points stand out:
(1) It is a little surprising that the word embedding-based approaches (e.g., Word2Vec,

FastText and Sent2Vec) achieve the worst performance regarding 𝑃@1. This indicates
that retrieving semantically-equivalent questions from a set of similar questions is a non-
trivial task. Word2Vec and Sent2Vec map each question to a fixed-length vector, so the
vectors of similar questions are also close together in vector space. However, due to the
reason that all candidate questions in Q are similar to each other, it is thus very hard for
Sent2Vec and Word2Vec approach to distinguish the duplicate questions from a list of similar
questions. This is the reason why their performance is weak and ineffective for retrieving
semantically-equivalent questions.

(2) Regarding the 𝑃@1 score, the traditional IR method performs better than the word
embedding-based methods (i.e., Word2Vec and Sent2Vec). For the IR based approach, it relies
heavily on how similar the testing question and its duplicate question are. Considering that
many duplicate questions may share same lexical units with the testing questions, these
duplicate questions can be easily retrieved by the IR-based approach. However, there is
still a large number of duplicate questions that are semantically-equivalent with only a few
common words or without at all (e.g., as shown in Fig. 1), the IR-based approach are unable to
to retrieve these questions correctly solely based on the similarity between words or tokens.
This may also explain its surprisingly low score as 𝐾 increases.

(3) AnswerBot and CROKAGE perform better than other baselines excluding our proposed
model. This is because both AnswerBot and CROKAGE combines the lexical-based model
(i.e., IR) and semantic-based model (e.g, Word2Vec, FastText and Sent2Vec) for modeling
the question titles, which also signals that solely based on the lexical features or semantic
features is not sufficient for our task. It is also notable that the performance of CROKAGE
is better than the AnswerBot approach. We attribute this to the different word embedding
techniques they employed. AnswerBot combines IDF metrics with Word2Vec model, while
CROKAGE combines IDF metrics with FastText model. This signals that the FastText model
has its advantage as compared to Word2Vec model for modeling the duplicate question titles.

(4) It is clear that our model outperforms all the other methods by a large margin in terms
of 𝑃@𝐾 and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 scores of different depth. We attribute this to the following reasons:
Firstly, QueryRewriter generates multiple paraphrase questions for a given testing question.
Adding these paraphrase questions can reduce the lexical gap between the testing questions
and its corresponding duplicate questions and alleviate the query mismatch problem for
different developers. Secondly, all of the baseline methods including our approach can be
viewed as variants of embedding algorithm(s), which can map the questions into vectors of a
high-dimensional space and then calculate the relevance score between vectors. Hence the
key of retrieving semantically-equivalent questions relies on how good the embeddings are
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Table 4. QueryRewriter vs. Google (Python)

Dataset
Overall Dataset Successful Dataset Failed DataSet

Count 2,000 Count 393 Count 1607
Avg. Score 3.01 Avg. Score 6.99 Avg. Score 2.05

Approch Google Ours Google Ours Google Ours
P@1 20.0% 35.6% 59.3% 47.0% 10.4% 32.9%
P@2 36.4% 54.2% 78.4% 67.9% 26.1% 50.9%
P@3 44.6% 65.4% 89.3% 79.9% 33.6% 61.9%
P@4 47.1% 76.2% 97.7% 92.6% 34.7% 72.2%
P@5 75.4% 90.9% 100.0% 99.0% 69.4% 90.0%

DCG@1 20.0% 35.6% 59.3% 47.0% 10.4% 32.9%
DCG@2 30.3% 47.4% 71.3% 60.2% 20.3% 44.2%
DCG@3 34.4% 53.0% 76.8% 66.2% 24.0% 49.7%
DCG@4 35.5% 57.6% 80.4% 71.7% 24.5% 54.2%
DCG@5 46.5% 63.3% 81.3% 74.2% 37.9% 60.7%

for capturing the semantics of different duplicate questions. Our approach has its advantage as
compared to other baselines because ourQueryRewriter trains the historical duplicate question
pairs in Stack Overflow by using a text-to-text transformer. As a result, the embeddings
generated by our approach are more suitable for identifying the semantically-equivalent
questions. The superior performance of our approach also verifies the embeddings generated
by our approach convey a lot of valuable information.

Answer to RQ-1: How effective is our approach for retrieving semantically-equivalent

questions? – we conclude that our approach is highly effective for semantically-

equivalent question retrieval in Stack Overflow.

4.2 RQ-2: Google Search Results Analysis
Google search engine has been widely used by developers to search online resources and improve
their daily productivity. Typically, when developer encounters a technical problem, he or she
usually use a web search engine (e.g., Google) to obtain a list of relevant posts in Stack Overflow.
Therefore, the Google search engine can be considered as a baseline for searching duplicate questions
intuitively. In this research question, for a given question, we would like to investigate whether
our QueryRewriter can rank its duplicate question higher up among other question candidates
compared with Google search.

4.2.1 Experimental Setup. Regarding the Google search results analysis, for each duplicate question
pair ⟨𝑞𝑑 , 𝑞𝑚⟩ in the testing set, we first use the question title of 𝑞𝑑 as a searching query and feed
to the Google search engine, we then crawl the first page returned by the Google search engine
and extract all the Stack Overflow related posts as the Google search results, the Google search
results on our testing set are also saved in our replication package. Similar to RQ-1, for each testing
question 𝑞𝑑 , we obtain a set of relevant questions G = {𝑞𝑖 }(1 ⩽ 𝑖 ⩽ 𝑘), where 𝑘 is the number of
relevant questions returned by the Google search engine. We remove 𝑞𝑑 from G if G contains 𝑞𝑑 ,
and add 𝑞𝑚 to G if 𝑞𝑚 is not within G. In the light of this, for the given testing question 𝑞𝑑 , we
can ensure its master question 𝑞𝑚 is in the evaluation candidate pool G. Hereafter, we pair the
given testing question with each of the candidate question in G and utilize our model to generate
a ranking list of the candidate questions by estimating their relevance scores. We evaluate our
approach and Google search engine with G in terms 𝑃@𝐾 and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 .
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Table 5. QueryRewriter vs. Google (Java)

Dataset
Overall Dataset Successful Dataset Failed Dataset

Count 2,000 Count 410 Count 1590
Avg. Score 2.52 Avg. Score 6.93 Avg. Score 1.38

Approch Google Ours Google Ours Google Ours
P@1 21.5% 39.0% 62.7% 48.5% 10.9% 35.5%
P@2 39.6% 59.8% 80.7% 71.9% 29.0% 56.7%
P@3 48.8% 70.5% 92.1% 82.4% 37.7% 67.5%
P@4 51.2% 79.6% 98.0% 94.1% 39.1% 75.8%
P@5 76.0% 91.6% 99.5% 98.6% 70.0% 89.8%

DCG@1 21.5% 39.0% 62.7% 48.5% 10.9% 36.5%
DCG@2 33.0% 52.1% 74.0% 63.3% 22.4% 49.2%
DCG@3 37.6% 57.5% 79.8% 68.6% 26.7% 54.7%
DCG@4 38.6% 61.4% 82.3% 73.6% 27.3% 58.2%
DCG@5 48.2% 66.0% 82.9% 75.3% 39.2% 63.7%

4.2.2 Experimental Results. The experimental results of QueryRewriter and Google search engine
for Python and Java are presented in Table 4 and Table 5 respectively. To have a deeper understanding
about the performance of the Google search engine and our approach, we further split our testing
dataset into successful dataset and failed dataset based on whether the duplicate question can be
successfully retrieved by the Google search engine. To be more specific, for a given testing question,
if Google search engine successfully finds its duplicate question, then we add this testing question
to the successful dataset, otherwise it will be added to the failed dataset. From the tables, we can
observe the following points:

(1) The Google search achieves a poor performance for retrieving the duplicate questions on the
testing set. Regarding the 2,000 testing questions, the Google search engine only finds 393
duplicate questions successfully for the Python and 410 duplicate questions for Java dataset,
which means that around 80% of the duplicate questions can not be retrieved effectively by
Google search engine. Since we manually added the master question to the failed dataset for
evaluation, the 𝑃@𝐾 and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 are not equal to zero for Google search engine.

(2) The quality of the questions within the successful dataset is much higher than the failed
dataset. The successfully retrieved questions are grouped together into the successful dataset,
while the other questions are grouped together into the failed dataset. We then compute
the average question scores with respect to these two datasets, which has been widely used
for measuring a post quality in Stack Overflow [2, 4, 52, 72]. For the questions within the
successful dataset, the average score is 6.99 for Python and 6.93 for Java, much higher than
the questions of the failed dataset (e.g., 2.05 for Python and 1.38 for Java). The large number
of low quality posts lead to the comparatively suboptimal performance of Google search
engine for retrieving duplicate questions.

(3) Our approach performs better than the Google search engine on failed dataset, while the
Google search engine outperforms our approach on successful dataset. The superior per-
formance of the Google search engine on the successful dataset indicates its capability of
handling the high quality posts. Considering these high quality posts often obtain more
attentions (e.g., user views and clicks), it is not surprising that the Google search engine can
easily record and index them for recommendation. However, the Google search engine fails
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to return the desired results on the failed dataset, which suggests the Google search engine
lacks the ability to deal with low quality posts.

(4) Our approach outperforms the Google search engine by a large margin on the overall testing
dataset. This is because our approach stably and substantially performs better than the Google
search baseline on the failed dataset, which accounts for the majority part of the testing
questions. When dealing with the low quality posts in the failed dataset, our approach can
successfully rank the desired results (i.e., duplicate question) higher up among other question
candidates. The advantages of our approach for this scenario are due to the following reasons:
First, without relying on the feedback from online users, our approach is trained with the
historical duplicate question pairs, the various quality of duplicate questions can increase the
ability and generality for handling the low quality posts. Second, our approach can map the
semantic-equivalent questions into the vector space that are close to each other, the lexical
gap between duplicate question pairs can be filled by using the question embeddings.

Answer to RQ-2: How effective is our approach compared with Google search engine? –

we conclude that our approach performs better than Google search engine when dealing

with low quality posts in Stack Overflow.

4.3 RQ-3: Context Analysis
As the technical Q&A sites (i.e., Stack Overflow) are used by developers and professional experts,
the questions in these Q&A communities are, more often than not, very professional with specific
domain context. For example, these questions often include software-specific entities (e.g., software
libraries/frameworks, software-specific concepts). To investigate whether the domain-specific
context could influence the performance of our approach, or in other words, whether our model
can learn the domain-specific context features from the training corpus, we perform a context
analysis for this study.

4.3.1 Experimental Setup. For the context analysis, we create a training set without domain-specific
context and use the same testing set for evaluation. To do this, we check each token in the training
corpus if the token is a normal English word (using the NLTK package), and we only keep the
English words and remove the other non proper English words. As a result, the software-specific
terms within the master questions and duplicate questions are deleted. After that, We retrain our
QueryRewriter and all the baselines on the non domain-specific context training corpus and perform
the same evaluation as in RQ-1.

4.3.2 Experimental Results. The experimental results of our QueryRewriter and other baselines for
Python and Java dataset are presented in Table 6 and Table 7 respectively. From the tables, we can
deduce the following key findings:

(1) The performance of all models decreases on the training set without domain-specific context.
This suggests that the domain-specific context has a major influence on the overall perfor-
mance. We further counted the unique tokens of the training corpus with and without the
domain-specific context, for Python dataset, only 4,756 out of 19,208 tokens are remained; for
Java dataset, only 4,874 out of 22,344 tokens are remained. The large proportion of domain-
specific context in Stack Overflow may also explain the performance drop in all baseline
methods.

(2) It is notable that after adding the domain-specific context, our model achieves the biggest
performance rise among different models. This reveals that our model is effective in learning
the domain-specific features and knowledge. Moreover, the performance of our proposed
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Table 6. Context Analysis of 𝑃@1 (Python)

Approach Without Context With Context △ Improve

IR 24.9 ± 2.2% 32.1 ± 1.2% 28.9%
Word2Vec 22.2 ± 2.9% 23.9 ± 2.8% 7.7%
FastText 24.4 ± 1.5% 28.4 ± 3.6% 16.4%
Sent2Vec 24.2 ± 2.1% 26.0 ± 2.6% 7.4%
AnswerBot 29.4 ± 3.8% 33.9 ± 2.7% 15.3%
CROKAGE 26.9 ± 2.3% 36.7 ± 2.6% 36.4%

Ours 31.1 ± 2.4% 45.8 ± 3.2% 47.3%

Table 7. Context Analysis of 𝑃@1 (Java)

Approach Without Context With Context △ Improve

IR 26.9 ± 2.1% 31.1 ± 2.0% 15.6%
Word2Vec 24.5 ± 2.4% 26.4 ± 3.2% 7.6%
FastText 25.5 ± 2.6% 29.8 ± 1.9% 16.7%
Sent2Vec 23.4 ± 2.5% 24.8 ± 2.2% 6.0%
AnswerBot 26.8 ± 3.3% 33.3 ± 3.0% 24.3%
CROKAGE 28.2 ± 2.2% 38.9 ± 4.3% 37.9%

Ours 37.7 ± 4.2% 58.6 ± 4.3% 55.4%

model still outperforms the other baseline approaches even under the training corpus without
domain-specific context, which justifies the robustness of our model.

Answer to RQ-3: How effective is our approach for capturing contextual information? –

we conclude that the domain-specific context can influence the model’s performance,

and our approach is highly effective for learning domain-specific context information.

4.4 RQ-4: Ablation Analysis
Ablation analysis is a common method to estimate the contribution of a component to the over-
all system [17]. It studies the performance of a system by removing certain components. Our
QueryRewriter learns to encode the duplicate question pairs from Stack Overflow, so that two
semantically-equivalent questions are close in terms of vector representation. When we perform
question retrieval tasks, a main novelty of our approach is adding paraphrase questions generated
by QueryRewriter. In this research question, we perform an ablation analysis to investigate if the
novel aspect that we introduce helps. To be more specific, we investigate the effectiveness of the
added paraphrase question to our model.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup. For the ablation analysis, we compare our approach with one of its
incomplete variants, named Drop-PQ. Different from our proposed model, Drop-PQ removes
all the generated paraphrase questions added to our model, and only keeps the embedding of the
original testing question. By going through the same steps as our approach in Section 3.2, we can
evaluate Drop-PQ model for the semantic-equivalent question retrieval task.

4.4.2 Experimental Results. The comparison results between Drop-PQ and our approach are
displayed in Table 8. We observe the following points from the table:
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Table 8. Ablation Analysis

Measure Python Java
Drop-PQ Ours Drop-PQ Ours

P@1 36.9% 45.8% 49.5% 58.6%
P@2 50.0% 60.5% 65.3% 73.9%
P@3 62.1% 72.3% 76.9% 84.3%
P@4 74.5% 85.1% 87.5% 92.9%

DCG@2 45.1% 55.0% 59.4% 68.2%
DCG@3 51.2% 61.0% 65.3% 73.4%
DCG@4 56.5% 66.5% 69.8% 77.1%
DCG@5 66.4% 72.2% 74.7% 79.9%

(1) By comparing the results of our approach and Drop-PQ, it is clear that incorporating the

paraphrase questions improves the overall performance. When adding the paraphrase
questions to our model, the 𝑃@1 score is improved by 24.1% in Python and 18.3% in Java
dataset. We attribute this to the ability of paraphrase questions to reduce the lexical gap
between the semantically-equivalent questions.

(2) By comparing the results of Drop-PQ and our previous baselines in RQ-1, we can see
that even by dropping the paraphrase questions, Drop-PQ still achieves better or

comparable results than other baselines. This is because, even removing the paraphrase
questions, the question embeddings are generated from the same Encoder of our text-to-text
transformer. This further verifies the importance and necessity of the embeddings of our
approach.

Answer to RQ-4: How effective is the paraphrase generation component added to our

QueryRewriter? - We conclude that adding paraphrase questions significantly improves

the overall performance of our model

.

4.5 RQ-5: Effectiveness of CodeSelector
When trying to solve daily coding problems, developers often formulate their problems as a question
and/or a few keywords to some search engines. The search engine returns a list of potential posts
which may contain useful answers. Due to the complexity of the online CQA forums and the large
volume of information generated from it, software developers may encounter the information
overload problem wherein the massive amounts of information makes it hard to be aware of
the most relevant resources to meet the information needs of the developers. To alleviate this
information overload problem, we propose a CodeSelector to rank the code snippets candidates via
pairwise comparisons. To evaluate our approach, we conducted a large-scale automatic evaluation
experiment to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach to identify the best code solution for a
technical problem.

4.5.1 Data Preparation. To train the CodeSelector, we first constructed positive and negative
training samples in terms of preference pairs. For each Stack Overflow post, we extracted the code
snippets (using ⟨𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒⟩ tags) within the post’s question body and corresponding post question title.
In order to avoid being context-specific, numbers and strings within a code snippet are replaced
with special tokens “NUMBER” and “STRING” respectively. We first adopted the NLTK [6] toolkit to
tokenize the code snippets, we removed the code snippets that are too long (more than 512 tokens)
or too short (less than 5 tokens). This is because for a given code snippet, it is unable to capture the
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Table 9. QC Dataset Statistics

Python

# ⟨𝑞, 𝑐𝑠⟩ Pairs 218,717
# best code snippet 112,447
# non-best code snippet 106,270
# non-relevant code snippet 112,447
# Positive Samples 141,074
# Negative Samples 141,224

Java

# ⟨𝑞, 𝑐𝑠⟩ Pairs 272,120
# best code snippet 134,993
# non-best code snippet 137,127
# non-relevant code snippet 134,993
# Positive Samples 177,340
# Negative Samples 176,942

code semantics if it is too short. We set the 512 as the maximum number of code snippet tokens
since the maximum input sequence length of BERT [14] is restricted to 512 tokens, and this setting
is sufficient for most cases of code snippets in Stack Overflow [17]. For question titles, we only
preserved the “how” related questions in Stack Overflow. The resulting ⟨𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑡⟩
pairs are added to our corpus. Towards this end, we collected 218K QC pairs for Python dataset
and 272K QC pairs for Java dataset.

For each question in the corpus, we make the code snippet associated with the accepted answer or
the highest-vote answer as the best code snippet, the code snippet associated with the non-accepted
answers as the non-best code snippet, and randomly select the code snippet from other questions
as the non-relevant code snippet. According to our heuristic rules described above in Section 3.3,
we constructed our dataset with balanced positive and negative preference pairs. We randomly
sampled 5,000 samples for validation and 5,000 pairs for testing respectively, and kept the rest for
training. The details of the statistics of our collected dataset are summarized in Table 9.

4.5.2 Experimental Setup. To evaluate our CodeSelector performance for identifying the best code
snippet for a technical question, for each question 𝑞 in the testing set, we employ the same KNN
strategy in RQ-1 to search its top-K similar questions over the whole dataset. Undoubtedly, the
testing question itself can be found. We then constructed a code snippet candidates pool C by
gathering all the code snippets associated with the returned questions. In the light of this, we can
ensure the ground truth code snippet (best code snippet) is in the code snippet candidates pool C.
Following that, we pair the given question 𝑞 with each of the code snippet in C to make a QC
pair. Hereafter, by doing a pairwise comparison between each two QC pairs, we can generate a
ranking list of preference scores for each code snippet. All the code snippet candidates can be
ranked by their preference scores. For this code selection task, we also employ the same automatic
evaluation metric 𝑃@𝐾 and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 used in RQ-1. 𝑃@𝐾 and 𝐷𝐶𝐺@𝐾 stands for the proportion
of the selected code snippets in the top-K that are the ground truth.

4.5.3 Experimental Baselines. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed approach, we
compare it with several competitive baseline approaches. We adapt these approaches slightly for
our specific task, i.e., selecting the best code snippet from a pool of code snippet candidates. We
briefly introduce these approaches and our evaluation experimental settings below. For each method
below, the involved parameters are carefully tuned, and the best performance of each approach is
used to report the final results.
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• Traditional Classifiers Considering that our CodeSelector ranks the code snippet candidates
by doing classification between QC pairs, it is hence natural to compare our approach with
traditional classifiers. Recently Calefato et al. [9] proposed an approach for best answer pre-
diction problem by formulating it as a a binary-classification task. The binary-classification
methods output a score referring to a probability of relevance. They assessed 26 traditional
classifiers for predicting the best answer in Stack Overflow. We choose the two most effective
traditional classifiers, xgbTree and RandomForest, to apply to our code snippet recommenda-
tion task. In our experiments, we treated the pair of ⟨𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑡⟩ as positive
sample and the pair of ⟨𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛, 𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑑𝑒 𝑠𝑛𝑖𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑡⟩ as negative sample, we then train
the traditional classifiers with these training samples. Thereafter, we rank the code snippet
candidates by the relevance scores generated by the above trained classifiers.

• Answer Ranking Methods The code snippet selection need of our task is similar to the
answer ranking problem in CQA forums. Hence our task is transformed to find an optimal
ranking order of the code snippet candidates according to the their relevance to the given
query question. Two answer ranking methods, i.e., AnswerBot [69] and DeepAns [18] are
chosen as baselines. Regarding the AnswerBot baseline, their user study showed a promising
performance for selecting salient answers in the second stage of their approach. Regarding
the DeepAns baseline, they calculated a matching score via a deep neural network between
each answer and the question title; the experimental results show that DeepAns is effective
for selecting the most relevant answer compared with several state-of-the-art benchmarks.
For both of these answer ranking methods, an overall score is computed to estimate the
relevance between each answer and the question title. For our task, we can replace the answer
with the code snippet and thus adapt their answer ranking methods to our task of ranking
code snippets among a set of code snippet candidates.

• DL-based Code Search Methods Another thread of similar research that is relevant to
our work is code search. A plethora of approaches have been investigated for searching
code snippet in software repositories, and recent DL (deep learning) - based approaches
have achieved promising results for this task. The DL-based code search methods advocate
the idea of mapping and matching data in a high-dimensional vector space. Three state-of-
the-art DL-based code search methods, i.e., NCS [53], DeepCS [21] and CROKAGE [13] are
chosen for our study. NCS is an unsupervised technique for neural code search proposed by
Facebook [53]. They combine the word embeddings and TF-IDF weighting derived from a
code corpus. In our experiment, we used all the collected QC pairs as the code corpus for
training the word embeddings and TF-IDF weightings. DeepCS is a supervised technique
which jointly embeds code and natural language description into a high-dimensional vector
space proposed by Gu et al [21]. The author constructed the ⟨𝐶, 𝐷+, 𝐷−⟩ triples to train their
model for minimizing the ranking loss, where 𝐶 is the code snippet, 𝐷+ and 𝐷− are the
correct and incorrect description respectively. In our experiment, for each code snippet 𝐶 ,
we treat the associated question title as the correct description 𝐷+, and treat a randomly
selected question title as the incorrect description 𝐷−. CROKAGE [13] is a tool to deliver a
comprehensible solution for a programming task. It chooses the top quality answers related
to the task. To mitigate the lexical gap problem, CROKAGE calculates the scores for candidate
QA pairs using four similarity factors (e.g., lexical score, semantic score, API method score and
API class score). Specifically, they use TF-IDF and fastText embedding to calculate the lexical
scores and semantic scores respectively. They also reward the QA pairs which contain the
top API methods and relevant API classes with API method scores and API class scores. Their
final outputs contain both code examples and code explanations. Because our study mainly
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focuses on the code snippet recommendation task, we only retain the code examples part
and remove the code explanation part.

Table 10. Effectiveness evaluation of CodeSelector (Python)

Model P@1 P@2 P@3 P@4 DCG@2 DCG@3 DCG@4 DCG@5
RandomForest 26.6 ± 1.6% 49.6 ± 2.6% 69.7 ± 2.0% 86.4 ± 1.4% 41.1 ± 2.1% 51.1 ± 1.8% 58.3 ± 1.5% 63.5 ± 1.0%
xgbTree 24.3 ± 1.5% 47.3 ± 2.4% 69.1 ± 2.5% 85.8 ± 1.8% 38.8 ± 1.9% 49.7 ± 1.8% 56.9 ± 1.4% 62.4 ± 0.9%
AnswerBot 31.0 ± 1.5% 51.1 ± 2.3% 70.4 ± 2.1% 87.4 ± 1.5% 43.7 ± 1.8% 53.3 ± 1.4% 60.6 ± 1.1% 65.5 ± 0.8%
DeepAns 29.6 ± 2.2% 52.3 ± 1.9% 71.2 ± 1.2% 88.5 ± 1.2% 43.9 ± 1.9% 53.4 ± 1.5% 60.8 ± 1.3% 65.3 ± 1.1%
NCS 29.8 ± 1.6% 52.7 ± 2.8% 71.3 ± 2.0% 88.3 ± 1.9% 44.2 ± 2.2% 53.5 ± 1.6% 60.9 ± 1.6% 65.3 ± 1.0%
DeepCS 29.5 ± 2.2% 51.3 ± 2.3% 70.3 ± 1.5% 86.7 ± 1.4% 43.3 ± 2.2% 52.8 ± 1.7% 59.8 ± 1.4% 64.9 ± 1.2%
CROKAGE 33.3 ± 2.3% 55.0 ± 2.0% 71.9 ± 1.3% 86.5 ± 1.1% 47.0 ± 1.9% 55.4 ± 1.5% 61.7 ± 1.2% 66.9 ± 1.1%
Ours 42.6 ± 2.5% 64.6 ± 1.1% 80.0 ± 1.0% 92.3 ± 0.9% 56.5 ± 1.5% 64.2 ± 1.2% 69.5 ± 1.0% 72.5 ± 1.0%

Table 11. Effectiveness evaluation of CodeSelector (Java)

Model P@1 P@2 P@3 P@4 DCG@2 DCG@3 DCG@4 DCG@5
RandomForest 24.8 ± 2.9% 47.5 ± 2.3% 67.8 ± 2.1% 85.0 ± 1.4% 39.1 ± 2.2% 49.2 ± 1.8% 57.0 ± 1.7% 62.5 ± 1.3%
xgbTree 25.8 ± 1.7% 47.5 ± 2.6% 68.1 ± 2.4% 85.0 ± 1.5% 39.5 ± 2.1% 49.8 ± 2.0% 57.1 ± 1.5% 62.8 ± 1.1%
AnswerBot 31.4 ± 2.1% 52.1 ± 1.3% 70.9 ± 1.1% 86.9 ± 1.7% 44.5 ± 1.4% 53.9 ± 1.0% 60.7 ± 0.8% 65.8 ± 0.8%
DeepAns 29.1 ± 2.3% 52.5 ± 2.3% 71.3 ± 2.3% 86.7 ± 1.4% 43.9 ± 2.2% 53.2 ± 1.9% 59.9 ± 1.6% 65.1 ± 1.2%
NCS 30.4 ± 1.8% 52.1 ± 1.7% 71.4 ± 1.5% 86.9 ± 1.4% 44.1 ± 1.6% 53.7 ± 1.3% 60.4 ± 1.2% 65.5 ± 0.9%
DeepCS 28.5 ± 3.9% 48.2 ± 3.4% 65.8 ± 4.6% 81.6 ± 3.5% 40.9 ± 3.3% 49.7 ± 3.6% 56.5 ± 2.9% 63.6 ± 2.0%
CROKAGE 33.6 ± 1.8% 54.6 ± 1.8% 72.3 ± 1.9% 86.6 ± 1.1% 46.8 ± 1.6% 55.7 ± 1.4% 61.8 ± 1.1% 67.0 ± 0.8%
Ours 42.4 ± 1.9% 66.1 ± 1.8% 81.6 ± 1.5% 92.6 ± 1.6% 57.3 ± 1.6% 65.1 ± 1.5% 69.8 ± 1.5% 72.7 ± 0.9%

4.5.4 Experimental Results. The experimental results of our proposedmodel and the above baselines
over our Python and Java datasets are summarized in Table 10 and Table 11 respectively. From the
table, we can observe the following points:
(1) The performance of traditional classifiers are comparatively suboptimal. This indicates

that traditional classifiers are unable to capture the semantics between the code snippets and
the questions.

(2) The answer ranking methods and the DL-based code search methods achieve similar

results. The underlying idea of these two kinds of methods is similar, namely the application
of applying the embedding technique to map the raw data (including the questions and
code snippets) into a high-dimensional space and then estimate the match score between
them. This may explain the reason why their performances are comparable with each other.
CROKAGE has its advantage as compared to other benchmarks. This is caused by several
reasons: First, it combines the lexical features and semantic features (using lexical score and
semantic score) that is why it is superior to the traditional classifiers. Second, in addition to
lexical features and semantic features, it also incorporates the API related features, this results
in its superior to the other answer ranking methods and DL-based code search methods.

(3) Our proposed model is substantially better than all of the baseline methods. We
attribute this to the following reasons: First, all of the baseline approach (including traditional
classifiers, answer ranking methods as well as the DL-based code search methods) can be
viewed as pointwise approaches. Pointwise approaches transform the task of ranking into
classification or regression on single QC pairs. They are thus unable to consider the relative
order or preference between different code snippets. Nevertheless, ranking is more about
predicting relative orders rather than precise relevance scores. In light of this, we propose
a pairwise approach to judge the preference relationship between any two given QC pairs
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Table 12. Component-Wise Evaluation (Python)

Measure Drop-Pairwise Drop-Bert Ours

P@1 36.4 ± 1.8% 33.9 ± 1.2% 42.6 ± 2.5%
P@2 59.7 ± 2.1% 57.5 ± 1.1% 64.6 ± 1.1%
P@3 78.1 ± 1.7% 76.7 ± 1.9% 80.0 ± 1.0%
P@4 91.5 ± 1.0% 90.5 ± 1.2% 92.3 ± 0.9%

DCG@2 51.1 ± 1.8% 48.8 ± 1.0% 56.5 ± 1.5%
DCG@3 60.3 ± 1.5% 58.4 ± 1.2% 64.2 ± 1.2%
DCG@4 66.1 ± 1.2% 64.4 ± 0.9% 69.5 ± 1.0%
DCG@5 69.4 ± 1.0% 68.0 ± 0.6% 72.5 ± 1.0%

Table 13. Component-Wise Evaluation (Java)

Measure Drop-Pairwise Drop-Bert Ours

P@1 36.9 ± 2.2% 34.6 ± 1.7% 42.4 ± 1.9%
P@2 60.9 ± 2.6% 59.5 ± 2.6% 66.1 ± 1.8%
P@3 78.4 ± 1.8% 78.6 ± 1.8% 81.6 ± 1.5%
P@4 91.4 ± 1.2% 91.1 ± 1.0% 92.6 ± 1.6%

DCG@2 52.0 ± 2.3% 50.3 ± 2.1% 57.3 ± 1.6%
DCG@3 60.8 ± 1.8% 59.8 ± 1.6% 65.1 ± 1.5%
DCG@4 66.4 ± 1.6% 65.3 ± 1.2% 69.8 ± 1.5%
DCG@5 69.7 ± 1.2% 68.7 ± 0.9% 72.7 ± 0.9%

rather than the absolute relevance value of a single QC pair. Compared with the pointwise
approaches, our model not only considers the relevance between a query and a code snippet,
but also investigates the relevance preference of two QC pairs. This is why it is superior
to other pointwise baselines. Second, in addition to constructing the preference pairs, our
model also incorporates the BERT model to embed the QC pairs. The attention mechanism
behind BERT makes it possible to express sophisticated functions beyond the simple weighted
average, which results in its superior to the DL-based code search methods. This also signals
that the embeddings produced by BERT convey much valuable information, which can better
capture the semantics between the user query question and the code snippets.

(4) By comparing the evaluation results of the different datasets (i.e., Python and Java), we can
see that our proposed model behaves consistently across different programming languages.
This also indicates the generalization ability of our approach.

Answer to RQ-5: How effective is our CodeSelector for best code snippet selection? - we

conclude that our CodeSelector is effective for selecting the correct code snippet for a

given technical question.

4.6 RQ-6: Component-Wise Evaluation
Compared with other methods, the key advantages of our CodeSelector are its two sub-components:
incorporating the BERT model and employing the pairwise comparisons. To verify the effectiveness
of both aforementioned components, we conduct a component-wise evaluation to evaluate their
performance one by one.
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Fig. 8. Robustness Analysis on Python (left) and Java (right)

4.6.1 Experimental Setup. For our component-wise evaluation, we compare our model with two
of its incomplete versions:

• Drop-Pairwise removes the pairwise comparison component from our CodeSelector. In
this experiment, for a given question, we drop the process of constructing the positive and
negative preference pairs. To do this, we reconstruct the best QC pairs as positive samples,
and make the nonbest and nonrelevant QC pairs as negative samples. The Drop-Pairwise

model is then trained as a binary classification model same as ours.
• Drop-BERT removes the BERT component from our CodeSelector. In this experiment, we
keep the preference pairs construction process but drop the BERT embedding process. To to
this, we replace the BERT embedding layers (described in Section 3.3) with the traditional
Word2Vec embedding layers. The Drop-BERT can then be trained with the preference QC
pairs in just the same way.

4.6.2 Experimental Results. The evaluation results of Drop-Pairwise and Drop-BERT are dis-
played in Table 12 and Table 13 respectively. In can be seen that:

(1) Dropping either component does hurt the performance of CodeSelector . This justifies
the importance and effectiveness of both components.

(2) Drop-BERT achieves the worst performance. This indicates that a good embedding
technique has a major influence on the overall performance. For example, when adding BERT
component for embedding the QC pairs, the 𝑃@1 score is improved by 20.4% and 18.2%
on Python and Java dataset respectively. We attribute this to the advantage of BERT for
capturing the intent of the query question as well as the program code. This is why our model
outperforms other deep learning-based code searching methods.

(3) By comparing the results of Drop-Pairwise and Ours, we can measure the performance
improvement achieved due to the employment of pairwise comparison component. It is clear
that by removing the pairwise comparison component, there is a significant drop

with respect to different metrics. This shows that the pairwise comparison component
has a significant contribution to the overall performance of our model. This is the reason
why our model outperforms other pointwise baselines.

Answer to RQ-6: How effective is the BERT component and preference pairs added to our
CodeSelector? - we conclude that both the BERT component and the preference pairs are

effective and helpful to enhance the performance of our CodeSelector.
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4.7 RQ-7: Robustness Analysis
Considering the complexity and diversity of the CQA sites, there is little chance to find the past
solved questions that exactly match the user query questions. We thus have to enlarge 𝐾 - the
number of retrieved questions - to improve the recall of the relevant questions as well as the potential
code snippets within these questions. However, a larger 𝐾 may often bring more noise into the
code snippet candidates pool. This increases the complexity and difficulty for recommending the
potential code snippet. We conduct a robustness analysis to investigate our model’s performance
with respect to different number of retrieved questions.

4.7.1 Experimental Setup. To verify the robustness of our proposed model, we set different thresh-
olds for the number of returned questions. In particular, we increase the number of returned
questions 𝑘 from 5 to 10 (k=5 corresponds to our model described in RQ-4), and then evaluate the
performance of our CodeSelector with respect to different parameter settings of 𝐾 .

4.7.2 Experimental Results. The average 𝑃@1-5 over Python and Java datasets are shown in Fig. 8.
By jointly analyzing these two figures, we can have the following observation:
(1) The overall performance trend of our model goes down as 𝑘 increases. This justifies

our previous concerns that more noise are introduced when enlarging 𝑘 , which incurs bigger
challenges for our task.

(2) The performance of our model on the Java dataset decreases faster than that on

Python dataset. The reason for this phenomenon may be that the Java code snippets are
more complex, and contain more noise compared with Python code snippets even under the
same 𝑘 settings.

(3) The performance drop of our model with increasing 𝑘 is not very large. For example,
when we set 𝑘 to 10, the performance of our model on 𝑃@1 is still better than or comparable
with the best performance on several baselines. This further shows the robustness of our
model.

Answer to RQ-7: How robust is our CodeSelector with different parameter settings? - we

conclude that our approach is robust to noises.

5 HUMAN EVALUATION
The goal of our tool is to recommend the best code snippets that most closely match a developer’s
intent from past solved questions in Stack Overflow. We perform a user study to measure how
developers actually perceive the results produced by our approach.

5.1 Human Evaluation Preliminary
5.1.1 Participants Selection. Since we are recommending code snippets for newly posted queries,
we thus sampled 50 unanswered Python posts from Stack overflow for our human evaluation.
We recruited 10 participants to join our human evaluation, which is larger than or comparable to
the size of the user study participants in previous studies [18, 34, 69]. Our user study includes 1
postdoctoral fellow and 4 Ph.D. Students majoring in Computer Science and 5 software developers
from industry. All of these selected participants have working experience with Python development.
The years of their working experience on Python range from 3 to 10 years. In practice, our tool
aims to help different levels of practitioners, from novice to senior developers. The diversity of their
background (i.e., from academic and industry) and their working years can improve the generality
of our user study. Our human evaluation includes two user studies: the user study on question
relevance and the user study on code usefulness. All the selected evaluators are asked to participate
in the above two user studies.
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QUESTION RELEVANCE USER STUDY

Scoring Criterion: 
    Score 1: The two questions have no relevance. 
    Score 2: The two questions share some common words but are semantically irrelevant. 
    Score 3: The two questions are semantically similar.  
    Score 4: The two questions are semantically equivalent (they are identical in meaning). 

Recommended Question: How to convert binary file into readable format on linux server

Reference Question: Binary file downloaded is unreadable (57738034)

         Score 1

         Score 2

         Score 3

         Score 4

�2

Fig. 9. Example of Question Relevance User Study

5.1.2 Human Evaluation Baselines. We use the following baselines for our human evaluation:
• Google Search Engine. Considering developers usually search for technical help using the
Google search engine, we employ the Google search engine as one of our baselines. For the
Google search engine, we use the question title of the post as the search query, we then add
the “site:stackoverflow.com” to the end of the search query so that it only searches on Stack
Overflow. We treat the first ranked question returned by Google search engine as the most
relevant question, we treat the code fragment within its best answer (the accept answer or
the highest vote answer) as the most relevant code snippet.

• Stack Overflow Search Engine. Similar to Google search engine, Stack Overflow also
provide a service to search relevant posts. For the Stack Overflow search engine engine, we
refer to the first ranked related question suggested by the Stack Overflow as the most relevant
question, and the code snippet within its best answer as the recommended solution.

• CROKAGE. SinceCROKAGE outperforms the other baselines in both stage one (semantically-
equivalent question retrieval) and stage two (best code snippet recommendation). Therefore
we also employ the CROKAGE to find the relevant questions and code snippets for a given
query in our human evaluation.

• 1stRanked. Given a user query, our approach first retrieves the semantically-equivalent
questions, then it reranks all the code snippets associated with these questions. Different
from our approach, the 1stRanked method drops the second stage of the code reranking
process and simply uses the code snippet from the first ranked question as the recommended
solution.

• Que2Code. For our approach, we perform an end-to-end evaluation using our Que2Code
tool. In particular, we use the QueryRewriter to retrieve the semantic relevant questions
in Stack Overflow, and then use the CodeSelector to select the best code snippet for the
unanswered question. After CodeSelector reranks all the code snippets, we treat the first
ranked code snippet and its associated question as the recommended solution.

5.2 User Study onQuestion Relevance
5.2.1 Experimental Setup. Since we are recommending code snippets from semantically-equivalent
questions, if the retrieved questions are not relevant to the user query question, it is unlikely that
we can select the appropriate code snippet from the answer candidates pool. Therefore we first
conduct a user study to measure how humans perceive the question retrieval results. To do this, we
consider the question relevance modality for this user study. The question relevance metric measures
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how relevant is the retrieved question to the user query question. To be more specific, we asked
participants to do a web questionnaire. For each unanswered question, the evaluator is displayed
with this user query question along with 5 retrieved questions from the above baselines. For each
retrieved question, the participant is asked to give a score between 1 to 4 to measure the relevance
between the user query question and the retrieved question. We define the scoring criterion as
follows:

• Score 1: The two questions have no relevance.
• Score 2: The two questions share some common words but are semantically irrelevant.
• Score 3: The two questions are semantically similar.
• Score 4: The two questions are semantically equivalent (they are identical in meaning).

We provide the scoring criterion in the beginning of each questionnaire to guide participants. Fig. 9
shows one example in our survey. It is worth mentioning that the order of the 5 retrieved questions
is randomly decided, so the participants do not know which question is generated by our approach.

5.2.2 Experimental Results. We obtained 500 groups of scores from the above user study. Each
group contains 5 scores for 5 retrieved questions respectively. We regard a score of 1 as 𝑙𝑜𝑤 quality,
a score of 2 as 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚− quality, a score of 3 as 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚+ quality, a score of 4 as ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ quality.
The score distribution and the mean score of question relevance across baselines are presented in
Table 14. We also evaluate whether the differences between our approach and the baselines are
statistically significant by performing Wilcoxon signed-rank test [67]. From the table, we can see
that:
(1) The Stack Overflow search engine achieved the worst performance among all the

baselines. The very large proportion of low quality questions reflects that the Stack Over-
flow search engine is ineffective for searching relevant questions for newly posted questions.
We manually checked the 50 questions produced by Stack Overflow search engine, it rec-
ommended the same common question 15 times, which explains its weak performance in
question retrieval tasks.

(2) Our approach outperforms the CROKAGE baseline regarding the question relevance
metric. The results of human evaluation are consistent with large-scale automatic evaluation
results, which further justifies the effectiveness of our approach for retrieving relevant
questions.

(3) The 1stRanked method has its advantages as compared to other baselines (i.e., Stack

Overflow and CROKAGE). This is reasonable because both the 1stRanked method and our
approach employs QueryRewriter for embedding relevant questions. The QueryRewriter incor-
porates historical duplicate question pairs from Stack Overflow, such that two semantically-
equivalent questions are close in terms of vector representations.

(4) Google search engine performs better than our approach regarding the ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ quality

questions. Considering Google’s capability, i.e., the larger searching database and accu-
mulated user searching histories, it is not surprising that the Google search engine can
identify the high quality relevant questions for the user query.However, our approach still

achieves comparable mean score regarding the question relevance metric, and the

difference between our approach and Google search engine is also not statistically

significant. This is because the proportion of relevant questions (including the𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚+
and ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ quality questions) outnumber those of the Google search engine. This reflects that,
for a given unseen question, our approach is more likely to retrieve relevant questions in
general.
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Table 14. User Study onQuestion Relevance

Measure Low Medium- Medium+ High Mean Score P-value

Google 3.20% 31.60% 36.80% 28.40% 2.91 > 0.5
Stack Overflow 58.40% 28.80% 6.80% 6.00% 1.60 < 0.01
CROKAGE 12.80% 40.00% 36.40% 10.80% 2.45 < 0.01
1stRanked 8.00% 33.20% 45.60% 13.20% 2.64 < 0.01

Ours 2.80% 27.20% 47.20% 22.80% 2.90 −

CODE USEFULNESS USER STUDY

Scoring Criterion: 
    Score 1: The code snippet is irrelevant and useless for solving the target question  
    Score 2: The code snippet is relevant to the target question but not useful for solving it 
    Score 3: The code snippet is helpful to guide developer’s further searching and learning  
    Score 4: The code snippet can successfully solve the target question

Reference Question: Binary file downloaded is unreadable (57738034)

       Score 1

       Score 2

       Score 3

       Score 4

�3

Fig. 10. Example of Code Usefulness User Study

5.3 User Study on Code Usefulness

5.3.1 Experimental Setup. Our final goal is searching for useful code snippets to help developers
solve unanswered questions. We also conduct a user study to measure the code usefulness of our
recommended code snippets. The code usefulness metric refers to how useful the recommended
code snippet is for solving the user query questions. Similar to our previous user study, for each
unanswered question, we provide 5 code snippets candidates recommended by 5 baselines respec-
tively. After that, each evaluator was asked to rate 5 code snippets from 1 to 4 according to its code
usefulness with respect to the following scoring criterion:

• Score 1: the code snippet is irrelevant and useless for solving the target question.
• Score 2: the code snippet is relevant to the target question, but not useful for solving it.
• Score 3: the code snippet can guide developer’s further searching and learning, which is
useful to solve the target question.
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• Score 4: the code snippet can successfully solve the target question.
We provide the scoring criterion in the beginning of the questionnaire to guide the evaluators.
Fig. 10 demonstrates one example of our survey. The evaluators were blinded to which code snippet
is generated by our approach.

5.3.2 Experimental Results. Same as for the user study on question relevance, after obtaining the
evaluator’s feedback, we regard a score of 1 as 𝑙𝑜𝑤 quality, a score of 2 as 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚− quality, a
score of 3 as 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑚+ quality, and a score of 4 as ℎ𝑖𝑔ℎ quality. The score distribution and the
mean score of code usefulness across different baselines are presented in Table 15. The Wilcoxon
signed-rank test [67] is also performed between our approach and each baseline method, the results
are displayed in the last column of Table 15. From the table, we can see that:
(1) Our model significantly outperforms all the baselines (including the Google search

engine) regarding the code usefulness metric. This suggests that the code snippets
recommended by our approach are considered to be more useful to the given query question
compared with baselines. The reason may be due to the two stages of our approach, i.e.,
semantically-equivalent question retrieval and best code snippet recommendation. The first
stage focuses on retrieving as many as possible relevant questions to construct the candidate
set. The more relevant the retrieved question is to the query, the more likely the code snippet
associated with the question is helpful to solve the problem. The second stage tries to rank
the useful code snippet to the top of the recommendation result.

(2) Compared with the 1stRankedmethod, our approach has its advantages. Even though
the 1stranked method retrieves the same relevant question candidates as ours, it naively picks
the code snippet from the most relevant question. However, considering the complexity of the
technical queries, it is very hard, if not possible, to find identical questions to the given query.
Therefore it is necessary to consider the correlation between the code snippet and the user
query. Different from the 1stRanked method which is solely based on question relevance, our
CodeSelector to rerank all the code snippet candidates by performing pairwise comparisons.
The CodeSelector not only considers the program semantics between the code snippet and
the query question, but also investigates the relevance preference between different QC pairs.
Thus a useful code snippet can be ranked higher up among other candidates. The superior
performance of our approach regarding the mean score of code usefulness further supports
the ability of our CodeSelector model for recommending useful code snippet.

(3) By comparing the mean score of code usefulness and question relevance, there is

a significant drop overall in every baseline method. This indicates that compared
with relevant question retrieval tasks, identifying useful code snippets is more challenging.
Technical questions in Stack Overflow are rather complicated and specific, even though two
technical questions are semantically relevant, the code snippet is not applicable or reusable
for the programming task.We also observe that the performance drop of our approach

is much smaller than other baseline models. We attribute this to the effectiveness of
CodeSelector for putting relevant snippet on higher positions than the irrelevant ones, this
also verifies the importance and necessity of our CodeSelector in the second stage.

5.4 Qualitative Analysis
5.4.1 Experimental Setup. In this work, we aim to alleviate the querymismatch and information over-
load problems by using the QueryRewriter and CodeSelector respectively. To vividly demonstrate the
workflow details of our model (i.e., from generating paraphrase questions, semantically-equivalent
question retrieval and best code snippet selection), we further conduct a case study to manually
investigate some questions used in the previous user study. Fig. 11 shows 5 examples from the
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Table 15. User Study on Code Usefulness

Measure Low Medium- Medium+ High Mean Score P-value

Google 17.60% 23.60% 32.40% 26.40% 2.68 < 0.01
Stack Overflow 73.60% 18.00% 6.40% 2.00% 1.37 < 0.01
CROKAGE 30.80% 26.00% 28.40% 14.80% 2.27 < 0.01
1stRanked 28.40% 31.60% 23.20% 16.80% 2.28 < 0.01

Ours 12.00% 22.00% 34.00% 32.00% 2.86 −

Table 1

Query Question Generated Paraphrase Question Retrieved Questions Recommend Code Snippet

Ex1. (12702617) 
automatic deletion of 
directory in linux 
(centos)

how to quickly remove directory in python (27700114)  How to delete a python directory effectively?  
 
import shutil  

shutil.rmtree("path_to_dir") 

how to delete files in python with subdirectory (43756284)  How to remove a directory including all its 
files in python?

how to rename a directory with ipython script (51080451)  How do I delete a specified number of files in 
a directory in Python?

setting a directory for deletion in python (36156426)  How rename files in a directory using python?

how to delete a directory in python2.7 on centos? (31223312)  how to rename file in a directory using python

Ex2. (12745563) 
use of plot3d in python

plotting 3d vector using matplotlib (47806784)  how to plot a 3d graph in python using 
matplotlib?

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from sklearn.datasets import make_s_curve
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D  
 
# make and plot 3d  
X, y = make_s_curve(n_samples=1000)  
ax = plt.axes(projection='3d') 
ax.scatter3D(X[:, 0], X[:, 1], X[:, 2], c=y) 
ax.view_init(10, -60) 
plt.show()

how to plot 3d on a computer (4802157)    How to make 3D plots in Python?

use the 3d symbol when plotting with matplotlib (49561740)  How to make a 3D data surface plot using 
matplotlib in python

use of 3d plots in python (25286811)  How to plot a 3D density map in python with 
matplotlib

pyplot 3d plots, variables (36811960)  How do I plot a 2D array graph in Python 
using matplotlib

Ex3. (13090635) 
Diagnose python 
memory usage

python memory management (552744)      How do I profile memory usage in 
Python?

# heaps is quite simple to use  
from guppy import hpy
h = hpy()
print(h.heap()) 
 
# This gives you some output like this: 
… 
Index Count  %       Size      %  Cumulative   %    Kind  
0       25773  53  1612820    49   1612820    49   str 
1       11699  24   483960     15    2096780   64   tuple  
…

using a python module to monitor memory usage (43737948)  How do I determine the memory usage of a 
python type?

memory leak on python object (21701434)  How to manage memory error in python?

python memory error (11596371)  How Does Python Memory Management 
Work?

how can i easily determine memory usage of python 
packages? (55392166)  How to detect memory leak in python code?

Ex4. (3201964) 
merging 2 columns in a 
csv file through python

how to merge dataframe columns? (38049548)  How to merge two columns into one in 
csv format (Python Pandas)?

A, B = [], [] 
with open(your_file) as f: 
    for line in f: 
        if …: A.append( line.split( your_seperator) ) 
        else: B.append( line.split( your_seperator) ) 
 
A = pd.DataFrame( A, columns = list_of_columns) 
B = pd.DataFrame( B, columns = list_of_columns_2)  
.drop( columns_to_drop, 1 )  
df = pd.concat([A, B]).reset_index(drop = True)

merging dataframe rows of different lengths (31384177)  How to merge two pandas DataFrames in 
Python?

using pandas to merge two column in a file (37894654)  How to merge dataframes using pandas 
python?

merge text data in csv file using python (37697195)  how to merge two data frames based on 
particular column in pandas python?

pandas merging 101 (50708959)  How to merge two columns from a dataframe

Ex5. (5939210) 
is python faster than 
php?

speed of python vs .php (5497540)    How to call a Python Script from PHP?  
 
$activateScript = $_GET['activeScript']; 
 
exec( "python / path / to / file.py $activateScript” );

python vs php: which is faster ? (36859666)  How run python with html or php? 

python over php (1686192)    How fast is Python?

how php compares to python’s model of program (1060436)    How do I include a PHP script in Python?

are python two times faster than php (16288021)  How to combine php & python code in Python

�1

Fig. 11. Qualitative Analysis

previous user studies to demonstrate the detailed results. For each unanswered question, we
present the intermediary results of the generated paraphrase questions, the top-5 ranked retrieved
question, as well as the recommended code snippets generated by our approach. The words that do
not appear in the original query question, but include both in the generated paraphrase questions
and the target retrieved questions are highlighted in yellow color. We also highlight the question
in boldface which provides the recommended code snippet.

5.4.2 Experimental Results. From the cases demonstrated in Fig 11, we can see that:
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(1) The paraphrase questions generated by our QueryRewriter are meaningful for the

given user query question. Note that the QueryRewriter automatically transforms the
user query question into different forms of semantically-equivalent user expressions. For
example, in the third case, the original user query question is about “Diagnose python memory
usage”, and our approach generates multiple paraphrase questions such as “python memory
management”, “using a python module to monitor memory usage”, “memory leak on python
object”. These generated paraphrase questions can be viewed as meaningful outputs to capture
the developer’s intent and used as a way of question boosting for the original user query
question.

(2) It is clear that adding the paraphrase questions can reduce the lexical gap between

different user expressions, which increases the likelihood of retrieving the semantic
relevant questions in Stack Overflow. As shown in the second case, the developer formulate
his/her problem as a user query “use of plot3d in python”, the generated paraphrase question
“plotting 3d vector using matplotlib” can add missing information for the user query question
and better link to the target semantically-equivalent question in Stack Overflow (i.e., “how to
plot a 3d graph in python using matplotlib”), which verify the ability of our QueryRewriter to
alleviate the query mismatch problem.

(3) A large number of code snippets recommended by our system are relevant and

useful with respect to the user query question. Some code snippets can well satisfy the
developer’s programming tasks directly. For example, as shown in the first case of Fig. 11,
the developer’s query question “automatic deletion of directory in linux (centos)” can be
successfully solved by the code snippets within a relevant question “How to remove a directory
including all its files in python?”. This verifies the effectiveness and possibility of our approach
for recommending code solutions from the existing historical answers.

(4) We also notice that the recommended code snippets are not always selected from

the first ranked question candidate. Instead of naively choosing the first ranked code
snippet like the Google search engine and Stack Overflow search engine, our CodeSelector
selects best code snippet among a set of code snippet candidates via pairwise comparisons,
which justify the ability of our CodeSelector to alleviate the information overload problem.

(5) However, the recommended code snippets from our system are not always useful.
For example, in the second case, the developer would like to inquire about “use of plot3d in
python”, our recommended code snippet is about “plot 3d graph using matplotlib”, which can
be viewed as helpful by looking at the intent of the developer. In the fourth sample, even
though the recommended code snippet can not be applied directly, it can be easily adapted to
the user query question with minor modification.

(6) Also, the recommended code snippets from our system are not always relevant. For
example, in the last sample, even though the generated paraphrase questions are meaningful
and relevant to the user query question, the final recommended code snippet is still irrelevant
to the problem described in the query question. This is because some user queries posted by
developers are often complex and sophisticated; there may not exist semantically-equivalent
questions that to the given one. It is thus very hard to search the query-specific code snippet
to solve the corresponding problem.

Overall, our approach is more effective for retrieving relevant questions and searching

useful code snippets compared with other baselines under human evaluation.
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6 PRACTICAL USAGE
The experiment was conducted on an Nvidia GeForce GTX 2080 GPU with 12GB memory. The time
cost of our approach is mostly for the training process which takes approximately 20 to 24 hours
for training Python and Java datasets respectively. However, after finishing the training process,
each question title and code snippet in our data base can be converted into vector representations,
which is highly efficient for later computing and searching processes. For example, the searching
process on 5,000 examples takes five to eight minutes, while searching a single code snippet only
costs 60 to 80ms.
Considering that searching code snippets in Stack Overflow with our approach is efficient, we

have implementedQue2Code as a prototype web-based tool, which can facilitate developers in
using our approach and inspire follow up research. Fig. 12 shows the web interface of Que2Code.
Developers can type or paste their query question into our web application, after that Que2Code
goes through the question retrieval and code snippet reranking process, and recommends the top
ranked questions and code snippets to the developers. We below describe the details of the input
and output of our tool.

• Input: the input to theQue2Code is a user query question, which is a sequence of tokens.
The input box in Fig. 12 shows an example of the user query question, i.e., “how to find the
most frequent item in array”. After inputting the user query question, the developer can click
the “Search” button to submit their query.

• Output: the output of the Que2Code is two folds: relevant questions and code snippets.
After the developer submits his/her query to the server, the Que2Code searches through
the codebase and returns top 5 relevant code snippets with their associated question titles.
The link to these question posts on Stack Overflow are also provided for user references. For
example, the relevant question post “how to find the most frequent string element in numpy
array” and its code snippet are retrieved from our database to guide developers for solving
their problems. Developers can use our tool to quickly locate the potential solutions to their
query programming tasks and have a better understanding of their problems.

The goal of our tool is helping developers effectively search code snippets from Stack Overflow to
their programming tasks and saving their time to do so. This is by no means these code snippets
can perfectly solve the developers’ problem. After browsing these code snippets, developers still
need to manually modify these code snippets for further refactoring and testing.
Overall, our approach is efficient enough for practical use and we have implemented a

web service tool, Que2Code, to apply our approach for practical use.

7 DISCUSSION
We discuss the strengths and weaknesses of our approach as well as the threats to validity for our
experiments.

7.1 Strengths and Limitations of Our Approach
7.1.1 Strengths of Our approach. To address the query mismatch and information overload problem
in the Stack Overflow community, we proposed a novel query-driven code snippet recommendation
model. Its key strengths are summarised below.
(1) Paraphrase Question Generation. A key advantage of our model is training a text-to-text

transformer, named QueryRewriter, for generating paraphrase questions as a way of question
boosting. This greatly improves the likelihood of our approach of retrieving semantically-
equivalent questions for a user query question. By training on the duplicate question pairs in
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Fig. 12. Prototype of Que2Code

Stack Overflow, for a user query question, QueryRewriter is able to generate different user
descriptions for the same problem, which is helpful for our semantically-equivalent question
retrieval tasks. The experimental results in Section 4.4 verify the effectiveness of adding
paraphrased questions to our model.

(2) Pairwise Learning to Rank. To recommend the most relevant code snippets in Stack Overflow,
we propose a novel pairwise learning to rank model in our work. Guided by our three
heuristic rules, we can automatically construct the preference QC pairs and transform the
code snippet recommendation task to a binary classification task. Rather than calculating a
precise relevance score for a single QC pair, we estimate the preference relationship between
two QC pairs. Ranking code snippets by pairwise comparison is more suitable for the code
recommendation task in our study.

(3) BERTModel for Embeddings. BERT is designed to pre-train deep bidirectional representations
from unlabeled text. It is conceptually simple and empirically powerful, which obtains
new state-of-the-art results on eleven natural language processing tasks, such as question
answering, language inference, etc. In our research, we investigated the BERT model for
embedding query and code snippet pairs, and the ablation analysis in Section 4.6 demonstrates
that it greatly enhanced the performance of our proposed model.

7.1.2 Limitations of Our approach. We have identified the following limitations of our approach:
(1) Model Limitations. We have collected our dataset from official data dump from Stack Overflow.

Ourwork is up to the release date of the official data dump that we used, we can’t automatically
update our model with the newly added data after the release date. However, this limitation
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can be supported by adding extra engineering work (e.g., automatically updating the model
every month by checking the newest version of Stack Overflow data dump), we will try
to expand our approach to handle the newly added data in our future work. In terms of
practical usage, the experimental results show that our model outperforms Google search for
low-quality questions, while our work does not provide mechanisms to estimate the question
quality currently. However, this limitation can be alleviated by incorporating a question
quality prediction model, which has been widely studied in prior works [5, 45, 62]. For
example, a developer can first leverage the quality prediction model to estimate the question
quality, then our tool can be used to search suitable code snippets from Stack Overflow for
low-quality questions.

(2) Query Limitations. Our model aims to identify the best code solutions for a user query from
Stack Overflow posts. However, there are different types of user queries that are relevant
to different search tasks (e.g., explanations for unknown terminologies, explanations for
exceptions/error messages), which may not always be searching for code snippets. The
Que2Code model currently recommends code snippet for a user query if it is asking about
code solutions, we will try to focus on other types of questions in our future work.

7.2 Threats to Validity
We have identified the following threats to validity:

7.2.1 Internal Validity. Internal validity relate to potential errors in our model implementation
and experimental settings. To reduce errors in automatic evaluation, we have carefully tuned the
parameters of the baseline approaches and used them in their highest performing settings for
comparison, but there may still exist errors that we did not notice. Considering such cases, we
have released the code and data of our research to facilitate other researchers to repeat our work
and verify their ideas. Regarding the distance metric, we choose Euclidean distance to estimate the
semantic distance between different questions, we did not consider other distance metrics (e.g.,
cosine distance) in this preliminary study. We believe our model will generalize to other distance
metrics due to the valuable information of our embeddings. We will explore the effectiveness of
different distance metrics in future studies.

7.2.2 External Validity. Threats to external validity are concerned with the generalizability of our
dataset. Our dataset is collected from the official Stack Overflow data dump. We focus on two
popular programming languages, i.e., Python and Java for our experiment. However, there are still
many other programming languages which are not considered in our study. We believe that our
model will generalize to other programming languages due to the effectiveness and robustness of
our approach. We will try to extend our approach to other programming languages to benefit more
developers in future studies.

7.2.3 Model Validity. The model validity relates to model structure that could affect the learning
performance of our approach. In the first stage, we choose an encoder-decoder architecture for our
QueryRewriter. Such an encoder-decoder architecture targets the sequence-to-sequence learning
problem, which requires a large amount of manually labeled duplicate question pairs. However,
our model may not generalize to other technical Q&A sites if the training set is limited. In the
second stage, we choose the basic BERT model as our embedding layer due to its promising results
on a wide range of NLP tasks [14, 19]. Recent research has proposed new models, such as GPT [46],
RoBERTa [33], DistilBERT [54], ALBERT [31] that can achieve better performance than BERT
and/or similar performance with much less parameters. However, our results do not shed light on
the effectiveness of employing other deep learning models with respect to different structures and
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new advanced features. We will try to use other deep learning models for our tasks in future work
and compare them to the results that we report in this paper.

8 RELATEDWORK
8.1 Code Search in Software Engineering
The goal of code search is to find code fragments from a large code repository that most closely
match a developer’s intent. Many code search methods have been proposed in the literature [10,
21, 35, 36, 40, 44, 53, 74]. Existing code search methods can be classified into two mainstreams:
Information Retrieval-based methods and Deep Learning-based methods.

Ye et al. [74] proposed a model to fill the gap between natural-language queries and code snippets
by projecting them into the same high dimensional vector space. Sachdev et al. [53] proposed
a neural code search method which combined the of token-level embeddings and conventional
information retrieval techniques TF-IDF. They found that the basic word embedding techniques
can achieve good performance on code search task. Gu et al. [21] proposed a supervised technique,
named DeepCS, for code searching using deep neural networks. They used multiple sequence-to-
sequence-based networks to capture the features of the natural language queries and the code
snippets.

The above code search methods are designed to measure the relevance degree between an individ-
ual QC (natural language query-code snippet) pair. However, in our study, rather than modeling a
single QC pair to predict the precise relevance score, we model the preference relationship between
two QC pairs. In other words, our model not only considers the relevance between a query and a
code fragment, but also investigates the preference relationship between different QC pairs.

8.2 DuplicatedQuestions in Stack Overflow
The quality of the user-generated content is a key factor to attract users to visit the CQA sites, such
as Stack Overflow. Prior work suggests that a quality decay problem occurs in these CQA community
due to the growth in the number of duplicate questions [60]. This makes finding answers to a
question harder andmay dilute quality of answers. Tomaintain the quality of posts in Stack overflow,
many studies have investigated the duplicate questions in Stack Overflow [1, 39, 56, 65, 75, 76].
Zhang et al. [76] proposed an approach, named DupPredictor, to predict whether a question is

duplicate question in Stack Overflow. They considered multiple factors, such as similarity scores
of topics, titles, descriptions and tags for each question pair and calculated an overall similarity
score by combining these features. Followed by their research, Ahasanuzzaman et al. [1] first
manually investigated why duplicate questions are asked by users in Stack Overflow, then proposed
Dupe, which extracted features from question corpus and then built a binary classifier to judge if a
question pair is duplicated or not. More recently, Wang et al. [65] presented a deep-learning based
approach to detect duplicate questions in Stack Overflow, which can capture the document-level
and word-level semantic information respectively.
In our work, instead of considering the negative aspect of the duplicated questions in Stack

Overflow, we consider duplicated question as semantically-equivalent questions pairs. We then
train a query rewriting model for retrieving relevant questions in Stack Overflow.

8.3 Query Reformulation in Software Engineering
The effectiveness of code search heavily relies on the quality of the search query. If a query performs
poorly, searching useful code snippets become increasingly difficult. Therefore it is necessary to
reformulate and/or improve the user query when the query is poorly expressed. This need has
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motivated researchers to investigate the query reformulation (or expansion) approaches for software
engineering tasks [11, 22, 26, 28, 35, 41, 49, 50, 55, 58].

Shepherd et al. [55] presented an approach, V-DO, that automatically extracts verbs and objects
from source code comments for misspelled query terms. Haiduc et al. [22] developed a query
reformulation strategy by performing machine learning on a set of historical queries and relevant
results. Following that, Hill et al. [26] proposed a query expansion tool, named Conquer, which
combines the V-DO and contextual searching technique to suggest alternative query words. Lu et
al. [35] implemented an approach to expand a query by using synonyms with the help of Wordnet.
Nie et al. [41] proposed a model, named QECK, to identify the software-specific expansion words
from the high quality pseudo feedback on Stack Overflow and generate expansion queries. After
that, Rahman et al. [50] proposed a query reformulation approach that suggests a list of relevant
API classes for code search. Most recently, Cao et al. [11] proposed an automated deep-learning
based query reformulation approach by using the query logs in Stack Overflow.
Different from the existing query expansion approaches, in this study, we first investigate

the possibility of using duplicate question pairs from Stack Overflow for query rewriting. Our
QueryRewriter can capture features between semantically equivalent questions and address the
query mismatch problem.

8.4 Question Answering in CQA Sites
Finding similar questions and/or appropriate answers from historical archives has been applied in
CQA sites. Great effort has been dedicated to various tasks such as question retrieval [12, 15, 64, 70,
73, 78], answer selection [18, 42, 57, 69], tagging [20, 66, 77], and expert identification [30, 43, 61].

Conventional techniques for retrieving answers primarily focus on complementary features of
the CQA sites. Calefato et al. [9] transform the answer selection task to a binary classification
problem, they empirically evaluated 26 answer prediction model in Stack Overflow. Xu et al. [69]
proposed a novel framework for generating relevant, useful and diverse answer summary for
technical questions in Stack Overflow. Rather than directly ranking community answers, Tian et
al. [61] predicted the best answerer for a technical question in Stack Overflow by assuming that
good respondents will give better answers. More recently, Gao et al. [17] proposed a model for
generating good question titles for developers by mining the code snippets in Stack Overflow.
Different from the aforementioned studies, we aim to search the best code fragment from the

historical data in CQA database. We frame this task as a query-driven code recommendation task,
and we propose a two stage framework to address the semantic-equivalent question retrieval and
best code recommendation task respectively.

9 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
We have presented a fully data-driven approach, namedQue2Code, for recommending the best
code snippet in Stack Overflow for a user query question. We formulate this task as a query-
driven code recommendation problem. Our proposed Que2Code model contains two compo-
nents: QueryRewriter and CodeSelector. In particular, we proposed a QueryRewriter for retrieving
semantically-equivalent questions (as the first stage) and a CodeSelector for selecting the best
code fragment in Stack Overflow (as the second stage). We have conducted extensive experiments
to evaluate our approach on Stack Overflow dataset. Compared with several existing baselines,
experimental results have comparatively demonstrated the effectiveness and superiority of our
proposed model in both evaluation and human evaluation.
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